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CHAPTER I 
IBTRODUCTI Olf 
Journalism research aeems to occur in two broad 
one area deale with the factors of reader acceptance and pre-
ference after the news material is published, the other area 
:: 
'I 
deals 11'1 th the factor a determining the acceptance or rejection I' l'r 
ii 
and treataent of news stories, or parte therein, by reporters, 
writers, editora and others in the chain of dissemination from 
the news source to the consumer, who would of course be the 
reader or listener. It is this latter area in which this study 
was conducted. ' ' 
'· 
' 
' 
The hypotheses examined in this study are threefold: 
I' (a) that student news writers' views on Red China, :: 
,, 
as expressed in a previously &dministered projective-test ques-' 
i' 
' 
tionnaire will be likewise manifested in the writing of a news 1 
i' 
story, no matter how hard the writer may try to be objective; 
(b) that the majority of news writers have an :i audi-li 
·: 
ii 
ence image in mind when they write, and that they attempt to I' 
write their stories to conform to the standards they believe 
their imagined audience has of that which they choose to read; 
(c) to determine the impression, from a source crsdr 
II ibility standpoint, of an interviewee, the purpose of which 11 
11'111 be discussed later. 
I 
:i ,, 
" 
1 
The process of selectivity, which is the general area 
into which this study is delving, has been operative in oommun- '! 
ioations ever since the advent of the printing press, and this 
,, 
,, 
;I 
selective process ranges from absolute censorship to an invol- :
1 
untary subconscious act. Absolute censorship 1s something quit. 
!I 
repugnant to the thinking of people in the United States, but 
instances of such have certainly occurred in this country, 
especially in the times before the Revolution. 
'I 
One of historical importance occurred in early colonialJ[ 
days. William Crosby was appointed governor of 
inoe of New York in 1732. He proved himself to 
the Royal Prov-il 
I, 
i be a bad and i 
extremely unpopular governor, for reasons not important here. 
One thing in the governor's favor was the support of the pop-
ular press of the day, in the form of the New !2.U, Weekly 
Gasette, whose publisher would allow nothing bad to be printed 
in its columns about the practices of the governor, thereby 
depriving the opposition forces of a loud and forceful voice. 
To remedy this situation, one Peter Zenger, a struggling job 
printer, was prevailed upon by the opposition forces to estab-
lish the ~ IQik Weekly Journal, which subsequently proved to 
be a decisive factor in the overthrow of the governor's prac-
tices and a winning of an important battle in the fight for 
~ freedom of the presa.l 
By the end of the eighteenth century, the newspapers 
1Paul K. Angle, !t These Words (New York: Rand McNally 
and Company, 1954), pp. 49-53. 
2 
were being published by entrepreuner-printere, who, acting as 
editor, publisher, advertising manager, etc., published the 
"facta and gossip about events and served as mediums for the 
expression of opinion.• 2 Since these papers had no real editor~ 
d 
in the sense that we know them today, the opinion was generally il 
,. 
in the form of letters from agitators or pol1 tical philosophers;! 
a few of these persons became quite well k·nown, and appeared in jl 
.. 
' eaoh edition, much the same as todays syndicated columnist, and j! 
,I 
used suoh names as "Cato, • •Janus," and "A 
ia.• 3 It is interesting to note here that 
Farmer in Pennsylvan4 
' 
a series of artiolesi! 
by Hamilton, Madison and Jay, calling themselves "Publius,• 
appeared for the first time under suoh circumstances for the 
purpose of urging ratification of the Constitution, and their 
writings were later gathered together in what is now known as 
. 4 The Fede~alist. 
" !i 
:· 
ii 
il 
t! 
it 
:i 
il q 
i! 
ii 
" i; Gradually through the years, there developed the fore- ,, 
:: 
:: 
runner of the modern editor who began to form and print his ownii 
:: 
opinions without an exoess of outside influence. The practice ii 
I' 
of publishing editorials on a regular basis was started 
Cheetham, the editor of the !merioan Citizen, in 1800, 5 
by Jamet 
I 
and ,'I 
' 
this practice has continued in muoh the same manner ever since.!! 
Great trends in journalism have oome about by the facto~ 
of conscious selection in the treatment of the news. The Hears~ 
York: 
20h1l ton R. Bush, Edi torif Thinking .!l!l£l Writing (New 
D. Appleton and Company, 19 a), p. a. 
3 4 5 Ibid. Ibid., p. 3, Ibid,, p. 4, 
II 
il 
II 
II 
li 
il 
3 
papers, for example, began the practice on a large scale of 
playing up the sensational aspects of the news, concentrating 
on the human interest angle, and in so doing gave birth to the 
tabloid papers, one of which may be found in nearly every large 
city in the country. 
The clash between William Randolph Hearst and Joseph 
I 
;4 
,, 
·I 
)I 
:; 
'I 
,, 
Pulitzer is now almost legend in the journalism profession, and !i i! 
certainly a great deal of controversy still exists surrounding 
the part played by Hearst in the Spanish-American War. This is 1 ,, 
:i 
one question which will probably never be eatisfactorially 
answered, 
It is safe to say that every newspaper in the country ' 
'I 
'i has an editorial policy of some kind or other; if an editor i! 
wishes to stand in the center of controversy, and not to either !I 
'I 
the right or left, then his stand is neutralism, and it would :i 
" 
,. 
follow that the paper would exhort this feeling to 1ts readers. ;; 
This necessi te.tes the paper's employees, the reporters, rewrite :i 
li 
,I 
men, etc., be versed in this policy, so that this idea will be !i 
:i 
reflected to a degree in the regular news pages of the paper as '· 
well as in the editorial page. 
' I 
This premise brings up many questions which need to be i 
answered. It has been shown that the problem of conscious se- ,, !i 
leotivism has existed throughout journalistic history. Until 11 
recently, however, no attempt has been made to study systemat- II 
!I 
ically the involuntary factors influencing selection and 
preparation of news. 
I 
j One major factor which has been observed serves as the 
I basis for the present study--the • gate-keeping 11 process. The 
II 
j gate-keeper concept was first outlined by Kurt Lewin, who, 
using the example of the flow of food products through various 
marketing channels to consumers, pointed out the many "gates" 
in the process which would regulate the selection and quantity 
of flow of different materials, Lewin theorized tha.t •under-
standing the function of the gate becomes equivalent then to 
understanding the factors which determine the decisions of the 
gatekeepers, and changing the social 
or replacing the gatekeeper.•6 
process means influencing 
,' 
I 
I 
I 
" i 
I 
lr 
David Manning White carried the study of the gatekeep- ; 
I 
i 
ing process a step further when he examined the reasons a news- 1 
paper wire editor gave for selecting the various news stories 
to be printed in his paper,? Subsequent to the wire editor's 
participation in this experiment, he was asked to answer four 
questions concerning his conscious methods and reasons for 
accepting or rejecting news. One of those questions was, 11 Do 
you feel that you have any prejudices which may affect your 
choice of news stories?• He replied as follows: 
6Kurt Lewin, Field Theory 1n Sociyl Science, ed. 
Dorwin Cartwright (New York: Harper, 1951 , pp. 170-87. 
7David Manning White, "The 'Gatekeeper'; A Case Study 
in the Selection of News,• Journelism Quarterly, 27 (1950), 
pp. 383-90. 
[I 
'I 
li 
~ I 
" ., 
'I 
,, 
ii 
5 
I have few prejudices, built-in or otherwise, and 
there is little I can do about them. I dislike Truman's 
economics, daylight saving time and warm beer, but I go 
ahead using stories on them and other matters if I feel 
there is nothing more important to give space to. I am 
also prejudiced against ~publicity seeking minority 
with headquarters in Romfi·> and I don't help them a lot. 
As far as preferences are concerned, I go for human 
interest stories in a big way. My other preferences 
are for stories well-wrapped up and tailored to suit 
our needs lor ones slanted to conform to our editorial 
policiee.)S 
Here is a man who hal admitted prejudices and preferen-
ces, who chooses the wire service news which will be read by a 
town of 100,000 people. It is only reasonable to assume that 
his attitudes and predisposi tiona, his prejudices and biases, i' 
are going to dictate, to some extent at least, what he does 
choose for publication. 
·i 
According to Doob, MAn attitude is an internal response'! 
which the individual gatekeeper has learned as a result of 
past rewards and punishments. Attitudes are acquired and are 
not 9 inborn.• And, "almost every internal response involves 
• • 
• an attitude.• 10 These facts open up a whole field of 
study. The original gatekeeper performed his job according to :1 
his admitted prejudices and biases. This is significant in 
itself--but this is one man in one job, in one communications 
organization. Since there are numerous gatekeepers between 
the actual news event and the reader, it may be assumed this 
slbid., p. 390. 
; 
i' 
'I 
:i q 
ii il 
91. w. Doob, pyblio ~inion An£ Propaganda, 
Holt and Company, 1958 , p. 27. 
(New York: if 
Henry 
10 
II (! 
6 
! 
factor plays upon all gatekeepers in all communications organ- ;: 
" I! h:ations. ,, 
" 
In order to put this into a workable perspective, it !i 
., 
!i 
was decided to study one element of the news gathering process: ;! 
the reporter on the scene of a news making event. He is per-
haps the most important man in a news gathering organization, 
for, as the saying goes, there is no problem in finding good 
editors, but good reporters are very hard to come by. 
The reporter's eyes and ears are the ones through whioh•1 
the original news event is percieved and acted upon--the oopy 
" I !' 
I' 
·' I 
he wri tea 1s the basis for what finally appears in print or is I! 
ii 
heard on the air. It is therefore eaaential to find out wheth-ii 
i! 
er a reporter's perception and reporting of an event are in any:; 
way altered or shaped by his own att1 tudes and predisposi tiona,.; 
and to what extent, if any, these dH'ferenoes are manifested in/i 
II 
the story he hands to hie editor for publication. 
Tbe nature of this study is such that it lends itself 
,. 
•' 
i: 
I! 
ii ,. 
quite ftll to a further exploration of two other fs.ctors which ii 
would tend to influence the news gatherer in the type or slant 
:I 
I' II 
., 
of news in a story. These are audience image and source ored- ,f 
!I 
ibUity. 
Raymond A, Bauer has this to say about the factor of 
audience image in oommunioations:ll 
'I llRaymond A, Bauer, 1 The Role of the Audience in Oom- !i 
munioations," delivered at the Annual Meeting of the American li 
,.... Sociological Society, Detroit, lUoh1gan, September 9, 1956. fl 
7 
We may regard audiences as major factors in the 
organization of the individual's experiences, The aud-
ience forces the individual to play a role in the sense 
that--to the extent that be wants to be effective in in-
fluencing the aud1enoei2hia behavior must reflect his 
image of the audience, 
Zimmerman and Bauer13 have attempted to measure what 
effect a speaker's image of his prospective audience had on 
what he remembered and could communicate. The study showed 
that persons expecting to address an audience which would be 
unsympathetic to some factual material, forgot twice as much 
of that material in a week as persona expecting to a.ddreaa an 
audience which would be sympathetic to the material. 
Ithiel de Sola Pool conducted a study,l4 the findings 
of which definitely show that the writer's image of hie aud-
ience does make a difference in what he will write, and that 
it is the audience for which he is writing that influences him, 1: II 
not hie immediate environment, which is a simplified way of : 
:i 
" saying that "there i8 pressure on the communicator to communi- ii 
il 
oats congruently w1 th the reference images in his mind. u 1! 
Further: !I 
, •• the fantasy world ••• puts ita mark on 
what i8 written, or at least it takes some struggle 
12Ib1d. 
13c1aire Zimmerman and Raymond A. Baur, 0 The Effect of 1' 
Audience Upon What is Remembered," Ref1di!Yj!l JJ!. Sooh.l Psxohol- li ~· ed, Eleanor E. Kacooby, Theodore M. ewoomb and Eugene L. I 
Hartley (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1958), p. 69, 11 
I' 
14Ithiel de Sola Pool and Irwin Shulman, "Newsmens' Fan-11 taaieaL~Audienoes, and Newawri ting. • Unpublished paper spon- 1/ 
8cred DY the Foundation for Social Research in Human Behavior. II 
' 
;; 8 
' I 
on the part of the writer who knows what he should do, 
to put down things which do not serve the needs of his 
fantasy life. If straight reporting is desired, then 
it seems clear that the facta to be described are con-
gruent with the images in the writer's mind. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
But the author's private fantasies are clearly not 
the only thing that affects the character of what he 
writ~s • • • • The more experienced, the more profes-
sionally skillful a newsman, the lees important may be 
his own fantasy life in determining much of what he 
writes. The role of fantasies grows with everv factor 
that gives greater :freedom to the writer.l5 · ·: 
Pool notes in closing that there has been little done 
to date on the content of the communicator's images of those he 
is addressing, or on the content of images in general, and how 
these images affect the communication. It is therefore the 
tent of this study to throw a little more illumination into 
still rather dark area. 
in-: 
I 
th1~ 
The other factor with which this study is concerned is 
!! 
:: 
·'' 
" I 
source credibility. A study conducted on this subject by Hov- , 
land and We1ss16 shows that presentations of material by a 
source of low credibility were considered •1ess fair" and 1m-
partial than that presented by a source of high credibility. 
The present study has been so designed that the final outcome 
should clarify this situation somewhat regarding newsmen and 
their relationships w1 th news sources. 
In order to provide data to support these hypotheses, 
15tb1d. 
16c. I. Hovland and w. Weiss, "The Influence of Source 
Credibility on Communication Effectiveness," Public Opinion 
9uarter1y, 15 (1951), pp. 635-50. 
1:1 
'I j. 
!. 
'I 
il 
II 
il 
I. I 
a four-part survey was devised, The first three parts were 
designed to provide data to verify the first hypothesis, the 
fourth part of the study to provide data for the second and 
third hypotheses. 
In order to determine whether a person's biases will 
appear in a supposedly objective news story, it was first ne-
cessary to determine the motives of a group of respondents on a
1 
1 certain subject by means of a projective-test questionnaire, 
then supply them with a news seurCe which would be as neutral 
as possible, about which a news story could be written; this 
story would then be compared with the information determined 
from the first questionnaire. " :; 
To find out whether audience image and source oredibil-; 
i· 
ity are important factors in the writing of a news story, a 
second questionnaire was given after the respondents had writ-
ten and handed in their news stories. This questionnaire in-
cluded questions asking the respondents to give their impres-
sions of the gentleman about whom they had written their stor-
ies, their image of the audience for which they had written 
their stories, and a question or two on objectivity and ethics 
in reporting in general. 
Yost of the methods utili1ed in this study to gain in-
formation needed to support the hypotheses are of a type used 
by journalism researchers in a great number of different sit-
,, 
,, 
,; 
ii 
I' 
'i 
i! 
:I 
uations. However it must be kept in mind that this is an ori~l 
inal study in a relatively unexplored area, which thereby '! 
10 
necessitated the formulation of new methods. 
The organization of the remainder of this thesis is as 
follows: Chapter II, 'fhe Approach to the Experiment, deals rl thii 
the original questionnaire, its content, problems involved with:i 
:I 
it, and final scoring procedures; Chapter III is the Design of ,! 
the Experiment, giving in detail the methods utilized with a 
full explanation of their design and intent, includ.1ng the 
interview, news story and questionnaire; Chapter IV, Scoring, 
shows in .detail how the statistical tabulations were made, 
thereby indioe.ting the final resul tB of the study; Chapter V, 
Conclusions, sums up the results and findings of the study. H 
:i 
,· 
11 
CHAPTER II 
THE APPROACH TO THE EXPERIMENT 
In order to successfully conduct a study of this type, 
it is necessary to utilize a standard instrument with which to 
measure the participants in the study against the populations 
for which norma have been obtained. 1 Such a device, which was 
used by Bruce H. Westley in hia study of wire editors on Wis-
conain newspapers, is the Allport-Vernon "Scale of Values," in 1 ;I 
which he compared value profiles with news choices.2 
The Sorensen study3 conducted at Boston University in 
1951 also utilized the Allport-Vernon "Beale of Values." This 
study, though not altogether successful, was valuable in shapint 
:I 
the design of the present effort. One basic difference betweeni: 
,, 
the Sorensen study and this study is the projective teet itself~ 
this study utilizes the Likert Scale method of evaluation. 4 A ': 
------------------------------1 
lwalcolm a. ~aclean, Jr., •Research Planning, 0 Intrg4uo~ 
.i!,g,U l9. b!J. Communications Research, ed. Ralph o. Nafziger and 11 
David Manning White (Baton Rouge: Louisi!lla State University , 
Press, 1958), p. 38. , 
a , 
Bruce H. Westley, unpublished study reported at special 
research session, Aasociation for Education in Journalism, ·1 
Evanston, Illinois, August, 1956. 
" 3George W. Sorensen, •Personal Values and the Newspaperlj 
An Experimental Study of Preferences," (unpublished Kaster's ii 
thesis, Division of Journalism, Boston University, 1951). ii 
,, 
!i 4~rie Jahoda, Worton Deutsch and Stewart w~ Cook, ' 
Research Methods in Social Relations, Part I, (New York: The ii 
Dryden Press, 1954), pp. 194-97. ,, 
I, 
12 
sample of the test administered may be found in Appendix I. 
" 
,, 
13 
This test was eo designed, that when the subjects react4 
' 
' ed to a specific question, they recorded that reaction by plao-.: 
ing the number preceeding their choice in the space provided be'i" 
side each question. They were thereby responding in degree to 
the question, rather than simply registering an agreement or di•-
' 
agreement. Therefore, a number of such reactions to a series ot 
questions on a given subject may be averaged together, indicat-:' 
ing the individual's relative attitude toward the subject at 
hand. In this case, the higher the average numerical evaluatio*, 
i 
the greater the attitude of disapproval; and the lower the aver+ 
I age, the greater the degree of approval. , 
II 
I 
I 
! 
This test, then, is such that the relative attitudes or;; 
the respondents were easily tabulated and averaged. The teet 
;J 
contained 10 questions--six of them dealing with Red China, thei' 
~ ! 
other four were concerned with other subjects, and were includef 
!: 
only to disguise the actual intent of the questionnaire. 
-
It was subsequently decided that two of the questions 
on Red China (questions one and eight) should be dropped from 
the tabulation. It was felt tha.t question eight was ambiguous,!' 
i· 
thereby lending itself to various interpretations by the respo~ 
' 
dents, creating an area of uncertainty in the meaning of the e~ 
calculations. The answers to question one clearly indicated ii ,, 
' that the respondents misunderstood the intent of the question, ! 
and it was accordingly dropped for the same rea.sons question 
eight was dropped. Any subsequent mention of test questions 
======#================= ... - -
from this point forward will refer only to those four remaining;! 
I
[ questions on Red China, which are numbers four, five, seven andi' 
ten. 
II 
I 
I 
Table I ahows the teat results for the various respond-: 
ents. An aggregate eoore of three or above indicates an aver-
age respo,nee unfavorable to >ted China, an aggregate score of 
below three indioatee an average response favorable to Red Chin •• 
Because of the wording of one question, question number 
seven, it waa neoeasa:ry to invert the given response to conform. 
i: 
with the "pro• and "anti• nature of the questionnaire. The que·-
tion was so worded, that an agreement response, (which would be. 
number 2 on the questionnaire scale), would indicate a response; 
contrary to Red China, while the numerical evaluation of the 
response would indicate just the opposite. Therefore, in the 
final tabulation shown in Table I, the responses to question 
three have been rearranged in the following manner: if the 
questionnaire response waa 1, the number 5 was substituted; 
for a response of 4, the number 2 was substituted; if the re-
sponse was 3, no substitution was made. 
ir 
14 
15 
·----~ 
:I 
TABLE I 
ORIGINAL QUESTIONNAIRE SCORES i: 
' 
Group I 
[: 
Be.apondent l a 3 
' 
Aggregate :: 
" 1' 
:• 
A a 1 l a 1. 50 
,, 
1i 
B 3 l 2 4 a. so 
0 a 3 3 3 a.75 
D 5 4 a 4 3.75 
' 
' 
' E a 4 4 
' 
3.50 
F 3 2 
' 
4 3.a5 
G l 1 l 5 a.oo 
ii 
H l l a 1.33 !' !j 
I a l 5 3 a.75 
Group II 
J 2 a 
' 
3 2.75 
K a 4 
' 
5 3.85 
L l 4 3 l 2.25 
}( 3 
' 
4 4 3.75 
X 3 4 4 a 3.a5 
0 l 3 4 5 3.a5 
p 3 1 3 3 a. 50 
Q a l 3 4 a. 50 
R 3 3 5 3 3.50 
s a 4 4 5 3.75 
T a a a 4 a. 50 
CHAPTER Ill 
THE DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
,, 
' 
As was stated in Chapter I, this study has a threefold 
purpose: (a) to test newswri ters 1 predisposi tiona and to deter- ; 
mine the part played by (b) audience image and (c) source cred-j; 
! 
ibility in the writing of a news story. 
Red China was chosen as the subject of this study, be- •i 
cause s,t the time the research was done it was an important and;: 
continuing news story; there was growing controversy over the 
offshore islands of Quemoy end Katsu end the course of policy 
the u. s. ought to pursue. Indeed, it was a prominent matter 
about which it was felt that most participants would have some 
knowledge and a more or less definite opinion. 
' In addition to the timeliness of the subject, it was ea~ 
pecially valuable in that the situation was such th1tt it was 
relatively easy to procure the services of a scholar of Chinese 'i 
descent to be the subject of a news conference, which will be 
explained more fully below. 
The actual participant• in this experiment were senior 
and graduate students in two journalism classes at Boston Uni-
versity. The services of these students was easily obtainable, 
and the real intent of the study could be couched in the realm 
of classroom assignment, providing a very necessary area of 
seclusion. 
16 
1? 
====#===============-~''' ======--========~===== ~ : 
The main hypothesis to be tested is as follctws: that 
student news writers' views on Red China, as expressed in a pre+ 
viously administered projective-teat questionnaire, will be 
likewise manifested in the writing of a news story. That is toi, 
say, a person's biases will show up in a news story he writes 
no matter how hard he mar try to be objective. 
The first three steps of this study were designed to 
test this ~pothesis. These atepa are the projective-test quesj 
tionnaire given to each of the subjects, an interview session 
With a Chinese scholar, and the writing of a news story by each 
respondent on the interview session. A complete explanation of 
the projective-test questionnaire was made in the previous chapt 
ter; nothing more need be said here for that reason. FolloWingi 
is a complete explanation of the second and third portions of 
1: 
this study, showing how they came together to support the hypo-'' 
thesis. 
A few weeks after the administration of the projective-' 
I 
'i 
test questionnaire, a news conference was held in each of the 
two journalism classes participating in this experiment. The 
purpose of these oonferencea was to supply the basis for the 
third part of the study, the newa story itself, which would be 
written as an interview of a man who had known and seen China ,, 
ona. first-hand basis both before and after the CommuniBt regime:i 
came into power. !i 
,, 
The interviewee was Dr. Frederick Yu, 38, professor of I! 
journalism at Kontana State University at Miasoula, who was I' 
!I 
II 
II 
I 
.! 
at K. I. T. on a Ford Foundation project. He was a man well 
qualified to be the object of this news story, for he was at 
once credible, intellectual and entertaining. 
As far as the news conference was concerned, however, 
' 
he was "Dr. Yen," ostensibly a professor of political science 
at KcGill University in Toronto, and a Canadian citizen, who ;: 
would therefore be able to travel to Red China to make the ob-
servations brought out in the press conferences; the rest of hi. 
I 
assumed background was that he was born in Canada but was raise~ 
largely in China, which he left in 1949, He returned to China " 
in 1958 as part of an exchange program between Canada and China~ 
and spent a+ months traveling through the country. 
"Dr. Yen" had to be carefully coached regarding the aimf 
of the experiment and the part he was to play. ' He was instructf 
'I 
ed to remain at ease and try to answer as many questions as poef 
sible; but the important factor of this phase was for him to not 
lj 
say anything complimentary about the Red Chinese red me wi thoutii 
!! 
countering that statement with something equally uncomplimentarf 
I 
immediately after. A complete transcript of these news confer-li 
:i 
enoee will be found in Appendices II and III, which were taken i' 
,, 
r: 
from a tape recording made during the intervie,., '; 
The reason for the emphasis on a neutral approach in t~ 
! interview was that the respondents were expected to draw from ii 
'I !, 
this interview that material which fitted their biues and pre-
1
: 
conceptions about Red China, which had aJ.ready been determined ti 
. I !I 
from the projective-test questionnaire. It was not intended t~f 
" !' 
18 
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put any new thoughts into the respondents' minds, but rather to. 
present them with as neutral a situation as possible about whic~ 
they could draw their own conclusions, and write their own stor+ 
ies, thereby revealing that information necessary for use in 
tabulation and comparison with the questionnaires. 
Table II shows the degree of success of this phase. As;. 
is indicated, the first' interview session was almost completly 
successful, showing only alight percentage difference in favor 
!i 
' 
of Red China, while the second session was quite the opposite, 
showing a 30% difference of material uncomplimentary to Red Chi~a. 
The criteria used in the evaluation of the interview 
transcripts was basically very simple, for it is easy to see 
that different interpretations could easily be placed upon cer-
1 
tain statements, depending upon the point of view taken. Durinlk 
!i 
the reading of a paragraph, a decision was reached as to whethet 
it was neutral, or biased in one way or the other, and the fact~r 
used to determine this was whether the interviewee had made a 
personal value judgement regarding the situation in question, or 
' 
whether he had simply made a statement of fact that something 
,, 
existed in a certain form or manner. In so doing, the evaluator 
q 
recognized that he was playing the part of a gatekeeper, and th1t 
!i 
the material being evaluated might possibly be influenced by t~ 
d 
evaluator's own predisposi tiona; however, every effort was madeli 
to minimize this factor to the greatest possible extent. I 
'I I, 
If the statement was thought to be biased, 1 t was then 11 !I 
necessary to determine whether it was complimentary or 
!: 
' ,, 
!! 
ii 
" 1: 
:r 
li 
ii 
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TABLE II 
SCORING OF INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS 
Group I 
Total lines in transcript . . . . . . 
Total lines complimentary to Red China 
Total lines uncomplimentary to Red China 
Percentage of interview neutral • • • • 
Pe-rcentage of interview complimentary 
• • 
• 
• • 
Peroentage of interview uncomplimentary • • 
Percentage difference complimentary 
• 
Group II 
Total lines in transcript • • • • • • • 
Total lines complimentary to Red China 
• 328 
79.0 
71.0 
54.0 
24.1 
21,9 
301 
50,0 
•Indicates percentage difference favorable to Red China 
,, 
!: 
i: p 
1: ,, 
I 
j! 
:: 
,, 
II 
1 n 
uncomplimentary to Red China. Usually this was quite an obviou• 
decision to make, but occasionally a statement was so worded th.t 
it was necessary to interpret it quite freely; when this became ' 
necessary, the author was hard put to make a correct determina- , 
tion. It is of course hoped that a correct determination was 
I made in every such case, however due to the significant nature 
I, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I' 
I 
I 
of the scores, an error or two in this determination could not 
affect the final outcome to any substantial degree. 
After the complimentary and uncomplimentary material waf 
!, 
underlined, the total of red (pro) and blue (con) lines ws.s 
counted, and a percentage for each portion was made, then the 
percentage difference was ts.ken by subtracting the sm~tller 
amount from the larger. 
The third phase of this portion of the study was the 
:·· 
writing of a news story by the respondents on their interview 
with "Dr. Yen." These latter two phases of the 
sed off as class assignments to the respondents 
study were paa-:i 
i' 
to cloak their i 
i: 
real intent, and to insure the maximum number of completed sto~ 
ies, The classes were told to write as complete a story as poar, 
" 
si ble regarding the interview; this was necessary to insure the:. 
maximum response from each subject. From the two classes a 
total of 20 usable stories were received, 
The tabulation of the stories was carried out in a manntr 
similar to that used on the transcripts of the interview sessio~a. 
The total number of lines was recorded, then the number of line~ 
I 
containing information complimentary to Red China, the total ji ,, 
,, 
ii 
II il 
~ 
1 
linea uncomplimentary to Red China; then the percentage of com-
plimentary and uncomplimentary material was calculated, the per""l 
centage of neutral material, and the percentage difference be-
tween the complimentary and uncomplimentary portions of the 
story. See Table III for the exact calculations. 
The fourth and final portion of this study consisted of ,, 
a questionnaire administered to the respondents just after they ,1 
had written and handed in their stories on the Yen interview. 
II There were four questions in this questionnaire, which are 
I reproduced in Appendix IV. ,I 
il 
'I The purpose of this questionnaire was to determine the il 
'role played by audience image and source credibility in the 
writing of a news story. The respondents' answers to these que~r 
!i 
tiona will be outlined and explained in the following chapter. 
The hypothesis to be tested with regard to audience ima~e 
is as follows: that the majority of news writers de• in fact hav~ 
an audience image in mind when they write, and that they attemp1 
!! 
to write their stories to conform to the standards they believe I 
their imagined audience has of that which they ohoc>se to read. 
The responses to the questionnaire are of such a nature that it': 
will be an easy matter to determine exactly what audience image• 
these particular writers have. 
With regard to the hypothesis of the source credib1li ty i1 ii ,, 
factor, it was possible to determine the overall impression "Drfi 
Yen" made, and also whether the respondents were aware they mak~ 
suoh value judgements in situations of this tYPe. 
!i ,, 
i! 
II 
I 23 I 
I 
.. 
.I 
TABLE III 
SCORING OF NEWS STORIES :1 ,, 
Group I 
% % % Respond- Tot. No. No. % 
ent Lines Comp. Unoomp Comp. Uncomp Neutral Di!f, 
A 29 14,0 7,5 48,3 25,7 26,0 22,s* 
B 19 14.0 o.o 73,7 o.o 26,3 73,7* i 
' I 0 48 18.5 16.0 38,5 33,3 28.2 5,2* 
II 
D 48 33,0 o.o 75,1 o.o 24.9 75,1* 
li: 37 7,0 16.5 18.9 44.6 36,5 25.7 I 
I 
I F 45 22,5 7,0 50.0 15.5 34,5 34,5'" 
G 45 20,0 11.0 44.4 24.4 31.2 ao.o• 
H 77 25,5 20~0 33,3 25,9 40.8 7,410 I~ 
,j I 55 25,5 15,0 46.4 27,3 26.3 19,1'" 
Group II 
J 79 35,0 18.0 44,3 aa.a 32,9 21,510 
K 34 a.o 17.0 23,5 50,0 26.5 28,5 
L 52 a.o 27,0 3,8 52,0 44.2 48.2 ,, 
I ;: 
.u: 36 10.0 17,0 19.7 I 
II 
27.8 47,6 24.7 
N 106 16,5 74,0 15,6 69,9 14.6 54,3 
I 0 97 13,0 I 53,5 13,4 55.2 31.2 41.8 
p 46 5,5 30.0 11.9 65,2 22.9 53,3 
'I 
"' 
54 13,5 24,5 25,0 
i 
45,4 29,6 20.4 ii 
I R 50 4,5 27.0 9.0 54.0 37,0 45.0 ,, 
I a 87 23,5 38,0 37,0 43,7 33,3 " 20.7 !! 
!i 
T a a 24,0 39.5 29,4 48,8 21.8 19,4 
I 
'"Indicates toward Red China.;: 
!; 
'I 
I; 
,, 
'I 
II 
I 
CHAPTER IV 
SCORINil 
i! 
' 
'! 
" 
Chapter II contained a discussion of the orl.ginal ques- 1 
tionnaire portion of this study, including Table I, showing the )' 
individual question scores and the aggregate scores of each ques~ 
!i 
tionnaire. These aggregate scores are reproduced.in Table IV, 
I along with the percentage difference of information contained in 
II the news stories originally shown in Table III for each of the 
respondents. 
·' 
' 
In order for a questionnaire to be considered compl1men-i< 
:: 
tary toward Red China, the total aggregate soore must. be under 311 
a score of 3 or over would be considered uncomplimentary to Red 
I China. With regard to the news story percentage differences, 
I those storiea complimentary to Red China are marked with an 
I . 
I asterisk. 
The preliminary tabulation of these two scores indiCB.tecl 
1 
that 14 out of the ao respondents showed test and story scores 
I similarly complimentary or uncomplimentary as noted in column 3,:. 
I 
Table IV. That is to say that the test aggregates under the 
score of 3 which were accompanied by a story percentage differ- :· 
ence marked with an asterisk (an example of which may be seen 
under respondent A, Table IV) would match, indicating that th1a 
respondent held a rather favorable attitude toward Red China, 
34 
' 25 
TABLi IV 
PRELIYINARY INDICATION OF SUCCESS 
Group I 
Respondent Test Agg. Story % Diff. Check 
A 2.715 21.5* X 
B 3.85 26.5 X 
0 :a. as 48.2 ~ ! 
D 3.75 19.7 X 
E 3.25 54.3 X 
!: 
F 3.25 41.8 X 
G 2.50 53.3 
.i 
H 2.50 20.4 " ~ i p 
II 
I 3. 50 45.0 X I :! 
Group II 
II J 3.75 20.7 X 
K 2.50 19.4 
L 1.50 2a.e• X 
K a. so 73.7* X 
N 2~75 s.a• X 
i, 
0 3.75 75.1* 
p 3.50 25.7 X 
Q 3.25 34.5* 
R 2.oo ao.o• X 
s 1.33 7.4* X 
T 2.75 19.1* X 
• favorable toward Rde China. 
·' 
' 
;i as 
' 
~ and he manifested that attitude in his news story, The scores 
of respondent B match in similar fashion, only on the other side: 
: 
of the issue, showing an unfavorable attitude toward Red China, 
followed by a news story which indicates that hie original at-
titude has been similarly manifested, 
I 
This preliminary tabulation, which is a good indication 
I! of the support of the hypothesis, but certainly not to be con-
I sidered conclusive in any sense, was 70%, a reasonable indica-
1 ticn of success. 
<! i; 
i The original intention of the interview sessions was to : 
present a perfectly neutral situation on which the respondents 1• 
Joould base their news stories. H0 wever, as indicated in Table If• 
this is not what occurred in the case of one interview. Inte~~w 
number I was about as neutral as could be hoped for, while Int- !: 
erTiew number II showed a very substantial percentage differenc-., 
'· 
uncomplimentary to Red China. This happened despite the fact 
that the same man was trying to present the same material in a ,: 
neutral ~~~&nner, But in spite of this difficulty, as is noted 
I lin Table IV, a good indication does exist which would tend to 
Terify the hypothesis, 
,, 
li 
" In the wake of this failure, however, has come a rather i 
' 
surprising discovery, one which should open up a new area of en1 
'i 
deaver for journalism researchers. To illustrate this point, i~ 
" 
will be necessary to refer to Table III. It will be noted that/! 
;j 
il 
there is a marked Une of departure in the ~ Difference ooluliiJl i! 
ii 
II between the two groupe of respondents, indicating an entirely 11 
i! 
different attitude toward the interview being taken ~ the ma-
~ori~ of respondents in each group. With one exception, the 
respondents in Group I registered a score indicating a percent- •. 
age difference 
caption, Group 
to Red Obina. 
complimentary to Red China, and also with one exi 
II respondents indicated a score uncomplimentary /1 
This almost complete divergence between the grouJs 
,, 
happened despite the relative sameness of the Likert scores of ii 
the respondents shown in Table I. 
,. 
This clearly indicates that something had taken place I 
!: during the interview sessions that had a marked influence upon ,, 
the respondents of each group, but in different directions. In i; 
i' 
order to visualize what happened during each interview session, ;• 
,, 
Table V was prepared, showing the amount of material that was 
complimentary, neutral and uncomplimentary, and the exact point :• 
' 
of the interview in which U came. Thus, one ill able to deter-,' 
mine the exact amoun:t and frequency of the three os.tagories of :; 
information. 
·: The conclusion to be drawn from this chart, and the in- i• 
dividual stories, is that the opening minutes, possibly in theat 
two oases the first 15 minutes, or 150 linea of material, of a , 
news conference sets the tenor for what follows. In fact, ther* 
is a strong indication that what is all.id after about 15 minutes:; 
'I 
in a news conference may be passed over, or at least minimized fi 
in the story. It would appear that this occurrence fits in witj 
•I 
the law of primacy as reported by Hovland, Janis and Kelley,l · 
27 
' 28 
TABLE V 
BREAKDOWN OF INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS !i 
i! 
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which is that whichever side of an a:rguement is presented first :, 
will have greater influence on audience belief than the materia~ 
presented at a later time, Other studies have indicated that 
the law of recency, (meaning that what is presented last will 
have more effect), is the most valuable tool in persuasion. 
There is still muoh controversy over which is best. 
mentioned earlier, this study would seem to support the law of i! 
' primacy. 
·i 
It is possible to show this by illustrating the tenden,.. ' 
cies noted in the 20 stories used in this study. In Group I, 
:: 
there were nine respondents, five wrote stories oon.taining the 
;: 
same, or nearly the same mater1 el in almost the identical order ii 
' i: 
as it occurred in the press conference, In Group II, nine stor+ 
ies were judged to be signif1can1y similar to the interview 
seesion to be counted, this out of a possible 11 stories, 
:; 
A story in order to be judged similar in this case lllll&t i 
' 
contain all but one of the main subjects found in the first hal~ 
of the interview transcripts, and these subjects must be in es- !! 
sentia11Y the same order as they were spoken in the interviews, 
with enough leeway eo that one or two juggled items would not 
be enough to disqualify a story. 
I As has been mentioned, the material to support the sec-' 
ond and third hypotheses of this study was gathered by means of; 
a questionnaire administered after the respondents had handed I 
in their news stories. A total of 27 respondents were included! 
i 
in this latter phase of this study, as against only 20 in the 
29 
30 
1 first phase. This increase was due to the fact that out of two .: I; 
20 persona both took the original questionnaire 1 olassea, only 
and handed in a news story, while 27 persons heard the interVie~ 
sessions and took the final questionnaire. 
The first question listed was material to support the 
I source credibility hypothesis regarding the value judgements a 
I person makes about an interviewee. '!'he question breaks down 
II into three distinct portions, which are, (l) do you subjeotivel~ 
make a value judgement toward a man you are interviewing?," (a) ': 
,, 
exactly what type of value judgements do vou make, and (3) what! 
' 
did you think of in this regard about •Dr. Yen,• whom you inter, 
~ i 
Viewed recently? 
To the first portion, of 37 questionnaires, 34 replied ' 
II ,. 
yes, they do make value judgements, two replied no, they do not •: 
make value judgements, and in one case it was not stated speoift 
ically. Interestingly enough, six of the respondents stated 
specifically that it was impossible not to make some value judgf-
ments about any person with whom they come in contact, much lee~ 
:i 
i! with a person they are interviewing. One respondent replied 
that he tried to make his judgement, not during the interview, 
but later on when he was reViewing his notes to write his story~; 
,. 
and one other person stated that he tried to judge the person 
during the interview, then take a completely objective attitude;i 
'i !: 
as he reviewed his notes to write his story. 
The other value judgements given are as follows: the 
respondents most frequently mentioned that their chief 
" q
I' 
•I li 
,] 
il 
impression comes from the interviewee's manner as he presents 
his material. to include sincerity, vocabulary, whether or not 
:' 
:' 31 
i! 
!i 
i 
,, 
he is evasive. In other words, his actual method and style of !i 
I communication is the factor upon which the most weight is plaoe~~ 
in value judgements; next in importance was that of the physicalii 
appearance of the subject, i.e., how he dresses, whether he is 
neat or otherwise, his bearing, his mannerisms, or lack of them,,! 
etc.; the next was that they tried to determine the credibility i! 
of the individual and hie background, in other words, the autho~ 
!i 
ity with which he speaks. One respondent said he did this b1 
!: 
comparing what be knows against what the speaker is saying, and il 
I 
that the quality of speech made no difference to him; a few tri~~ 
q ;: 
to determine whether he was speaking for a "group;• and least i~1 
I 
importance was that an attempt was made to find background faot~i 
,, 
ora which would tend to influence the speaker in hie deoieione, 1 
which ia really an attempt to determine the authority of the 
speaker, such as was mentioned above. 
According to this questionnaire, 1 Dr. Yen• made a most 
favorable impression upon the respondents. In order of their 
;r 
'I 
importance and frequency of mention, these impresel.one are li&til 
! ~ 
ed as follows: a competent speaker, sure of himself, and used :: ,, 
,, 
!i good English; neat appearance; hie knowledge, which was helped ji 
!i 
by two trips to China and his ethnic background; he was intel- ;f 
)! 
11gent; the fact that he was a oollege professor immediately '! 
I, 
;I 
made a favorable impression upon several respondents; humor and 1
1
1 
I, 
I' wi t• not the least bit biased (presents a balanced picture); 1j 
tiil·. 
11:\ 
-·-- ====+=== 
biased toward the "Reds;" truthful; tending to generalize; com- ,; 
petant and reliable; credible because he did not pretend to be 
an expert, and admitted some prejudice; thought he "as trying to
1
: 
be objective by liberalism, by appearing slightly red; "Yugwu.mp•:J 
because he presented a balanced picture of .Red China; one gave 
no judgement at all of him. 
FTom this material, then, we can say with certainty that!! 
nearly all news writers would make a value judgement of some kin~, 
" 
and that it is safe to assume that these judgements have some 
effect upon the overall credibility of the person being inter-
viewed. This credibility factor would almost certainly have 
some effect upon what was written, although the information here.! 
n i! is not of the type needed to actually prove beyond a doubt that 1 
:: 
this would be so. 
The information gained concerning the audience image por;!-
tion of this study was most interesting. This question broke 
Of 27 respondents, aa replied in the affirmative, that 
they did have an audience image in mind when they wrote the 
say. 
A few of the respondents mentioned more than one paper 
r publication thev had in mind when they wrote their stories; 
papers are herewith listed in order of frequency: Boston 
obe 8; Boston Herald. 7; Christian Science Monitor, 4; Boa-
ton Traveler. 3; New York Times, 1; Boston Record, 1; •Atlantic 
'33 
I; 
.. : 
1 
onthly," 1; six stated they wrote for no paper whatever, and 
ltwo stated they wrote simply for a •small journal." 
I! 
The average readers of these various papers are herewi thi: 
listed, The comments about each paper came from all respondents !I 
:! mentioning that particular paper, and in many instances several ;: 
I 
' i) ,I ~respondents said almost exactly the same 
1 Boston Globe: average reader has 
thing. 
a high school education~ 
I! I 
some a college education, $3-5,000 annual income or lower; eten-,j 
il ,, 
,, 
ographers, clerks, laborers, sales personnel, stockmen, etc. ar&'! 
il 
the general class that read the Globe: a home reader. It is in-; 
i' 
teresting to note here that nearly every respondent mentioning '! 
the Globe brought up the point about the high school education. 
I Boston Hera1d ~ Trayele;: (These have been included 
'! I 
i together because their responses were so nearly sin11lar,) read- [: 
I ': p 
"lers not concerned with subtilties, but want descriptive facts; 
1 
lthe average reader is a high school graduate who has done some 
spare-time reading in an effort to better himself in the busines* 
' 
world; he is a white collar worker with at least a high school 
ii 
degree; conservative middle-class who wants to retain status quo~ 
he is a person who has an opinion of the topic, but who knows i: ii 
little about wcy he believes as he does; ones who are pro or oonll 
,, 
======~========================= ==~ 
"' Chinese recognition, but could give no re&l reason for feeling 
as they do. :i 
,, 
,, I 
' 
It was interesting to note that the general oonoensus 
I 
1 wa.s that the average Herald reader is a point or two above the :: 
I 
1 average Globe reader. Unfortunately, no indication is given as'. 
I 
I to il why this is the o&se ~ the respondents. 
'I I 
i 04ristian Science Monitor: the average reader here, ac- :; 
. i . 
cording to those mentioning this paper, are professors, college 'i 
!I 
,. 
students, administrators and politicians and those of the a.fflu~l 
q 
" ent society; persons with more responsible positions and more ;; 
:! 
,, 
il 
money; persons with interest in national events. 
·' 
Hew York Times: sophisticated tYPes, fairly well educat..J/ 
ed, and/or interested in Red China.. 
The only mention of the Boston Record came in a ~roup 
including the Herald .e.nd Globe, so this respondent's opinion of ': 
the average Reoorn reader must be presumed to fe.ll somewhere 
within the comments pertaining to the other two papers. 
The final part of this question concerned the actual 
writing of a story for two different papers, the Monitor and 
the Reoor4, which are about as divergent in their policies as 
any two papers can be. The questions asked the respondents 1! !i 
they would write their stories any differently if they knew the~ 
were to be for either the Monitor or the Record. Three replied :! 
ii 
that they would write the story just the same as they did, bein~ 
II 
strictly objective, no matter for what paper they were writing. li 
" y would play 11 
I 
rl 
up in writing the Yen story !or the two papers. These factors 
in order of frequency l'Uld importance for each paper are as !ol- : 
lows: 
Boston Record: play up sensational aspects of the story; 
I play up the emotional factors, the spicy, risque items, etc.; 
•i 
I 
'play up the human interest angle; less objective; eland strongl~: 
i' 
one way or the other; would not assume any prior knowledge of 
readers; emphasize the "who and when" angles. 
Christian Science Monitor: emphasize interpretation; be :: 
i: 
I more specific, giving exact factual data; provide a great deal ', 
of background on Yen; emphasize the international elements, bei~ 
r: 
subtle and sophisticated; use clear and logical language; pre- H 
,, 
,, 
sent both sides of the story; document and verify very carefully!~ 
,I 
I 
From these responses it is clear that audience image is 1 
i' 
quite an important factor in the writing of a news story. And 
what is equally as important is the fact that we now have 
ii 
lUl id •• 
i: 
of the content of audience images which writers actually have. 
I It is easily seen that these audience images vary, depending :1 
i 
upon the publication the writer has in mind when he is writing i! 
his story, and of course every writer has his own notion of the !j 
average reader of a particular publication. 
:: 
That this audience image factor influences the writing !: 
of a news story is the next inference to be drawn, for most 1i 
II journalists would not include, for instance, a large amount of ii 
rl subtle interpretative material if he thought that most of the , il 
I 
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"stenographers, clerks, or laborers, etc." This is an extreme 
example for illustration, but the same idea carries forth in thej! 
il 
most subtle manner into every area of the communications indust~r. 
!! 
The problem of whether a reporter should con.form to the :r 
I" 
paper's policy or go off on his own in the matter of writing hi~! 
q 
stories is an issue that is often hotly contested. The third li 
,, 
question asks whether the respondent, knowing the feelings of !i 
,, 
his editor and/or publisher, would conform to the wishes of hie il 
II ,, 
employers, or write the story 11.111 he saw it. Of 22 reaponses to 11 
- ii 
this question, 10 said they would conform to the wishes of thei~ 
II 
editor or publisher all the way; one replied that he would con- 'i 
ij 
form to their wishes if it could be done without distorting the!! 
truth; two replied that this would depend directly on the exist~ 
d p ing job opportunities; and nine replied that they would be cour1 
ageous and idealistic in writing their material regardless of ;i 
i: 
the consequences or the wishes of their editors. I[ 
II ,, 
The final question explores the problem of what cbject-li 
'I \: 
i T1 ty means to a journalist. In the order of frequency of men- i 
il ,, 
tion and importance, the answers to the question of what is ob- il 
II 
II jective writing are: eliminate biases; the story must be a etatt 
ment of facts; it must present all sides of the question; one ,
1 I' 
must be truthful even if it is against hie beliefs; through re-lf 
search, objectivity may be attained; and two respondents though~ 
this objective (of bein"' objective) was iwmoeeible to attain. :i 
" -y II 
f, 
I! 
i) 
!! 
II 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
,, 
,· 
i! 
ii 
The evidence gathered in the attempt to prove the first il 
" !i I hypothesis was not conclusive enough-:to do this. But some evi- d 
i 
I dence does exist which shows a partial indication of success, asi! 
'i 
I 
is illustrated in Table IV. One of the main factors which prov-i 
,, 
ii 
ad to be decisive in this failure was almost certainly the score:; 
'I I. 
of the second interview as shown in Table II. It was almost ea~; 
sential for the two interview sessions to be neutral, but this 
did not happen despite all precautions. The most desirable way 
to have handled this interview phase of this study would have 
been to hold only one press conference, to be attended by both 
classes participating in thia experiment--but class conflict& 
would almost certainly have meant a large number of absentees. 
One other factor may have been similarly decisive--the 
Likert scores of the original questionnaire as illustrated in 
Table I. It will be noted that most of the scores cluster to-
gether between approximetly 2.25 and 3.50, which gives a great 
deal of duplication, and therefore ooneiderable difficulty in 
,, 
,, 
!i q 
i' ,I 
'I 
•' 
,, 
,, 
,, 
~ ; 
' 
' 
fisubaequent correlation w1 th the news story scores (Table III). 
II It was this failure to correlate the questionnaire and story 
' 
scores that made it impossible for this study to uphold the 
hypothesis. Factors possibly contributing to the narrow spread 
of the questionnaire scores might be the aize of the sample, 
37 
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the wording or nature of the questions, or the respondents them~l 
selves, who may have been a more homogeneous group than one 
might logically expect. 
;' 
This was not a complete failure, however, because there i 
I 
is evidence which tends to support the law of primacy (which is i 
I 
: ~ 
that material presented first in a discussion has the greatest :: 
I impact upon the audience) as advocated by Hovland, Janis and 
Kelley. 
' ,, 
The objectives of the second and third hypotheses were 1! 
met for 
I 
the most part. It was determined that most news i wr1 ter&~l 
ii 
I do make value judgements, and it was found. that the most import~ 
'1 
ii 
ant factors here are the subject's speech delivery, his overall i' 
!:' 
appearance and credibility, i.e., the authority with which he 
speaks, in that order. The respondents almost unanamously re-
ported a favorable impression of 1 Dr. Yen," giving the same 
reasons for this impression as they had previously given as fac1r 
ora in value judgement on a general basis, thereby providing 
some basts in fact for their responses. 
As far as audience image is concerned, most of the re-
·i 
spondents indicated that they did have an audience ima~e in min4 
·i 
when they wrote their stories. In listing their ideas about th~ 
' average reader of their stories, the most frequently listed at- 1i i; 
tri buts of these average readers was education, in.dicating that,' 
" the oheif concern of the writer is whether the person who reads ·i 
li his story has enough background to properly understand it. :, 
,. 
I I, The respondents were asked to name the paper, if any, i! 
I' I 
:! 
,, 
i! 
:I 
li 
!I 
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:I 
,, 
they had in mind when writing their stories; the most frequentl~j 
li 
mentioned paper was the Boston Globe, followed by the Boston :: 
., 
ii 
Herald and the Christian Science lloni tor. Thtt Hera,ld seemed to il 
.! 
command more respect than did the Globe in the eetima.tion of 
the average readers of each paper. 
To the question of whether or not the subjects would 
write their stories differently for different papers, three 
replied no, they would remain objective, while the rest listed 
various faotora they would inject into their stories for each 
paper. 
When asked whether they would conform to the wishes of 
their editor and/or publisher in the writing of a news story, 
i' 
'i 
I ~ ! 
ii 
10 respondents of aa replied they would conform; one replied he 
1
1 
il 
would 1f it could be done 111 thout distorting the truth; two re-, 
plied that their actions in such an instance would depend entir~ 
!' 
ly upon the prevailing job opportunities; and nine would be cou~ 
ageous and idealistic, regardless of the consequences, 
!! This study explored new terri tory and used some unusual ,, 
'I 
methodology, therefore it must be kept in mind that the end re- ': 
sult, though insignificant despite the precautions taken to pre1 
vent this, will not be wasted effort, for from it •dll surely 
come a guide path of sorts for other researchers, which will 
point out some of the right and wrong avenues of approach in 
attempt to answer other questions of a similar nature. 
tb~ 
' !I 
il 
II ;; 
I• 
APPENDIX I 
REPRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
i 40 
'I 
Name: ____________ 1; 
:. 
Note: You are to give your reaction to the following ji 
statements and quotations by filling in the spaces provided be- lj 
side each question, the number preceeding the f'ollo1dng possi bl~l 
a.nsweres. Then in the spa.ce beneath each question, write a sho~ 
statement telling why you answered as you did. 
1
i 
_1. 
_2. 
_3. 
_4. 
_5. 
_s. 
_7. 
_e. 
_.....;9• 
_10. 
ii 
!
1 Strongly approve I 
a Approve I. 
3 Undecided 
4 Disapprove !! 
5 Strongly disapprove " 
•Let China sleep. When she awakens, the world will 
be sorry.•--Napoleon 
A Catholic has just been elected president ,:>f the u. s. 
The policy of the Eisenhower administration is to def'en~! 
the city of West Berlin from Russian domination. I 
!I 
The potential of China's teeming population is more f'ul~~ 
realized under Communism than the previous government. 11 
' ' ' 
The State Department has just announced that the U. s. 
is about to recognize Red China. 
'I I The llassachusette llilk Commission had the public welfar~l 
in mind when it raised milk prices 12 cents e. gallon. .' 
i! 
British foreign secretary Selwyn Lloyd says Dulles shou~ 
be congratulated for his China policy. ·' 
'] 
Mao Tee-Tung stepped down as premier t:~f Red China--this I! 
action should ease the tension over Quemoy and Matsu. i q 
"When one tries to organise the police and fire depart- q 
mente of a big city, (New York City), one can come dan- 'i 
gerously near to usurping the powers of government."- ,I 
Eleanor Roosevelt. I• 
II The collective communes of Red China have one good fea- il 
ture--i t is a sort of birth control device which China :1 
is sorely in need of. '! 
i 41 
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APPENDIX II 
TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEW I 
' 
I might start by telling you my name is spelled Yen, I 
:! 
was born in Canada !Uld raised in China, I went to high school ,, 
" 
and partly to college in China, spent many years in Shanghai an~ 
and Hong Kong. I spent six months in 1949, when the new regime '• 
!f 
I' 
was established in October of that year. I was there from June~i li 
till Christmas time--r came home for Christmas. 
Then I went again for a very short visit in 1968. This, j; 
trip took me from Hong Kong, to Canton--there I flew to Peking 'i ,, 
i 
where I stayed only for four days--from there to Ha.nkow. i! From ;: 
'• 
there I went over to Shanghai for about eight days--from there !: 
I took a quick trip to Chungking, then back again to Shanghai, H 
stayed there just half a day or so to make arrangements to fly ii 
back to Canton. The whole trip took altogether about 2-f months~: 
I 
I might add that I did not have the fortune or the mis- i 
:; 
fortune of interviewing Mao Tse Tung or Chou En Lai--I did have: 
the opportunity of te.lking w1 th a number of very high ranking 
officials such as the vice-minister of higher education, certai~ 
' high ranking officials in the foreign affairs miniotry, whom I : 
- il 
,i 
couldn't avoid anyway, and I spent most of my time talking withiJ 
the faculty ofsix or seven universities including the Peking U.~ 
National s~Pl Yat Sen U. in Canton and a few small universities I[ 
I, 
II 
in Shanghai. Now I'm ready for your questions. 
~estion: on what basis do they admit students to the 
Chinese universities? 
I think there is a noticeable change in the policy of 
:• 
t: 
:I 
,. 
I 
., 
' 
admission in Chinese universities. Used to be scholastic stand-;; 
ing was the main requirement for admission. Now as you might s~~-
' pect, the fa.m1ly background of the person, a.long with the recor4 
of the person in production and revolutiona.ry activities all are; 
counted a,s requirements of admission--you 1!1\l;~-~- .. a_l~()-~~-~~!!... tha~l 
the nature of universities today is quite different from lets 
. -·, .,,.,.. _.,._.,,, "'"~-·,,<·•·· .... < .-. ,,,. _,., .. '~"-'' .. ,, __ .. ,~--~-'"-"' :• •• • ~, ''""'"-.... ~~-·-· ·----................. ~· "><-~~"'-·<··~-~~·--··' '""'~~-.-.-, ... , ........ ~ .. -"""-"~~-~ ... -"'-------
say 1 ,,}.~~j1. , _T.!J.~ tl,'f!l!.\l:P._:L!!.!:~.t!'L!.!.~~e~f ... ~.S...2~~g!l_~~-- ... !2~ we have :· 
peoples universities all over the countryside. There are such : 
- ·'"'.'-.•.•.,, •. ,.,,.,,•,'•~•C • '• ·• '»- ''"' C•••,,v,• • '•"• '__. .. '" ,.,,,• -~ -'"-'•'-'·'-'·"';,,..,.,o..,..,,,~._ _ _,_.,,~,"<<J.~,,._...,~.,., • >,o• ,,.._.,.,, ' • • ,., ,,,_,,, ,_,., ~·,;;·.~~"----··-•- ' 
,, 
u!:~-"!~~-~-~-i-~~----ll:~-~~-.r..!.!'-_d,_~--~·~--~~!!~.:'.~~---~-~.i.~':!:~~!~.~-s:.~.!.!1 .. 2J!:..~.!ord~ 
ii 
Y:C?.!:l., __ ha!!! .. ~.~·"·b~-.E~~!:t !i~.-~.U ... !!! .... ~.;pf!:r.~.:-:Jf'.x.,.\1 gnJ,y wAA.Ltq,.J~;e 
1
! 
:I 
I expert, you cannot be read •. There is a nossibili_tv for YOU to 
' ~··~""'""'"'·'•' ,,,--~'"';;,.""'""' ··--~..-;. '"'"' ""-'""·"'''')'' <"'- .... ,., '" --.·.., "' ~-- ·····'"""'-''';'• -~-- ""'•-"'·'''"'"''"'~-·-~ >-"'.-,;lA.~~ ,-_..,.,_, .. _,,&._.,_,,.._, ., •••• ,.... ....... ~ -
I 
~~-~~~~-.!~~.:r.: ..... O. ~c.E! .. l.~.~ . £~~-~! .. :!~::.&,;~~-.:.~!.~~--.'!!e .. ~!! ...... e.!.~E ..... se.~,.E:P 
11! ..• !.-tli.~ .AM~ .. J~.ll~:lm .. _8,!1 .. 9.9!11!1!\W,~!Jl .Qt ... ogJ".i.9!+U!.\:tll.:L.9.Q.:::.QR.!3 • 
,, 
Now the real universities as we know them here in the ! 
i 
i 
western countries are known as institutions of higher eduoation~l 
" n 
I have talked with a number of students, for instance in People~• 
i ,. 
Uni vers1 ty in Peking-they told me thet cultural achievement 1s i' 
a bad word--actually he meant literacy--that is 
1 year of bookish knowledge--just enough to read. 
t eel,., ~-~-~~---·~hf3 ...... 13~ .. ~!}!f3~ .. !!n~!P.~!!!!!:~~.~«E.':£l?.!~ •. :rl~!.J:~!~U!·_ c hanoi 
to ... ~.:udy:-on the othe'!" hPnd 1 M'!!etimes ~>.a " college nrnfeeMr, ,/ 
- - ' . II 
you sometimes wonder whether the AO!ldemio I!Chievement, or the 
• 
li 
' !: 
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;: intellectual functions of the univers~ y is greatly damaged, 
... ,.,.~._,...,..,....._.,,_ • ..,.....,,.~'""""".......,.·,._.,•_..-''"''"'"""'t-'•"",_ ... .....-....,.,...,~,~"-"'"--"''-'$!.~_..,..,.,._':>,._>.<~·.·~1......._~,.,.,~,- .. ,,...,~j..A•·,,o;"',''"'·''''"""""''"'"""'.......,~"·"'"""""_.,_"~' i! ,, 
Question: will you tell us whether you are e. ci tized of , 
' 
Red China or Nationalist China? 
I am a citizen of Canada. Th~tt 1 s why I could go there, 'i 
:[ Question: I would like to know your feelings regarding 1 
I the admission of China to the u. N, 
Well, since I am a Canadian citizen, you would probably : 
know the type of answer I'm likely to give. Naturally I follow ;: 
the wisdom of foreign policy in London. I feel very strongly 
that very often we judge China, not by what we know, but by wha~i 
we feel. And I can well understand there is a great reservoir 
of friendship toward China in this country, and persistently 
resisting the reality of the existence of such a nation. I 
would say that there would be definite advantages to the west 
------~·.o-,.,.>"~•--·<~''">'"""'C:>>'~ ..... -·..,·"'-"''""'~'"""'-'--~':M.»;':·<!*'""''"~"-~'--<."'""'''~.-'"'·~'~""''."m•"•"-"""''l''v~V""..;:,;.~\'-J•"""'"''"of'·'""~·:;:-~ 
and the 110rld as a whole to have Communist China represented in 'I 
-~---'"'",__j~•• *"'"'*·~~- -~-Q.-~_,~-ol!!~"""ili~f~)>!~-'.!I•Wi>U~~~ :. i: 
the U. N. On ~.1.!~.-RtJ::~.L~!t~ .•iJ:.~'· we......£!x,~~1§.!t~!!wl!S?.~.m~l&lm:l.l~. 
li ,, 
them, and W!' h!!.!? .!!IS,§dl ,sa 't. ••. .P,!' !,,1: n!J!..~9!!~,!.~.!1 ... R~,,JT,...,. YR~ ~!':il.li I 
:! 
reo all there wal!, "a ..:eer~~-~~-~~~~"~! .. "~~~~o"£!I<?,t:t_g,, .. ~. -~h,.~;lllc I! 
it was in 1 50 or 1 51, I forgot, and I don't think his behavior li 
... ...c-·-'-·'--'-·~-···~""--''' -, ,.,~. ~··- " ·" ,_ : . ··<>·'···•·•·c''' ·-·· ,_...,. .. ,,_,.".,....~,. "~·,_, ___ .,_,." ....... " . . ,- . , ---- .. --~-~ .. ,~-"~·.·~-- •I 
was admire!!.. And you might conclude f,!,2.U!!IUXJ?8!1!Ul£~1 
II 
a short -~· th~.t i t_!'!~~-!l.2l..R, ... t2£.2.£.!h!!.~!,~,.,J.R.~JMl!St .. ,l:S.!!IJl .. ll.-lJ?~~~ 
I think this is the sort of question you would have to decide all~ 
!i 
most entirely on national interest. 
Question: you wouldn't think the desirability would ent1f 
into the thing--if we were able to understand them, and to prev~ t 
them from becoming such a world power--because Russia is certaiJ~Y 
i 44 
not desirable. i! 
I would footnote that statement by saying th~t I think 
all of 2!..!'2~.l,~"~,.!!~ ... tt:,.~lw~~2~~ .. ,l'~.~.!~.'O,.~!l~t~.;f~t.!l:r!3.i}},~.t.,.;!:,!J~I,',e jl 
is lik!l,t •. !~.J:~~ .. !l~J.~~f.,}•,~tl!J:,icMml~P;:-on the othe_r h~J!~~J.h!!!-~~.:g, 
be entirely a falicy--the more we understand eR.Oh other, does 
-- • ;J : ....... ~~--.""""'"''''"•''·"'"''~--,, ...... "''''"':""''~Cfi.'.A<0.'~'1'•"'·~'"'"'"'~"-""·~~-""-"'''-•""'"~~:.w,.,-,,..,.""'",..''' 
that Moscow and Red China know each other much better in 1 59 th~ 
ii ,. 
in 1930-35--and I think Peking and Washington know each other :i 
,, 
d' I better in 1959 than in 1949--but that doesn 1 t bring ·.vashington ,Jr 
Moscow, or Washington and Peking closer. 
Question: what did you find the reaction of the common 
ii 
! 
man to be to the new regime? 
It is always hard to make a generalization, because whe~~ 
I• 
I went over in 158, my images of China in 149 were still very ;1 
vi vi d. One of the things. that i,!R::.~!::~.~.'n,~ .. !,~;:.!: .. ]~"!~~~-.:~ .. ~.~~?~J 
,I 
from Hong Kong, was that there seems to be more progress in the :• 
__ .._, _ ,,_,;_~.,.,....,,.. . .,..;-.-..,~'<">.,._V'>"'I1\..;:Ao ..... o<"! ..... •:<>h.~-~~~~4'••>1ohifo'"~,<)f~••-*'.<o,•.•.•,.<- '--'"""''"""'-"-''··••'"-":,,;: ""-.<>ll_,;._,.,ji'.• ''~'·'··•'-~'··•hwi,,~,,;C:.- 11 
il 
nation in terms of wh11.t you can eee--for instance the streets ' 
-------~'"""*"""""""'...,..'~·'4'«""'>to~Vl>,.O...,._.~,....,J,""':-a~--'·~······"('"""'"~" -.>-;"-\""-'' .. ., ·""~~-·-···· ~.-.AA: -··.·-.-~·--~-·- -·· -.,- "-;- ,,,y.,.,·~·.·_.-\:.:~ ·>.<:·;c 
a:t:_!_~~_r--.th~~~,E~~-~.~~~-~}t., .. !";.~, :".~!~.~~.:,~,~~·~·~··•"~~ ... ~~!.o.::r­
on the o:l!er h~.~,._!~~~~-~~-~~!!'!~1?.,~~~- !~!'.~,:_ .~-~';i'~.~:s· }~e~:.~=~ ,: 
not people in rags. Almost all the sidewalks--even the aidestrJL 
ets are olean. Canton wae not known as a cle~tn ci tr. But I 
~--"'·n-:r . -:,;,,.,;,.; • .-,.,,,, --"~·"'"-'·'''''' ,_.,_. •''<, '" '.•,-.. • •. , ,,.,,<.~:<.·· -v-,"~v.;f,~b<1',~~~·'.'•'¥~'-'"•'"""'""··-~ ·~·-, ,..._,.,_.,,_.:.;.. ___ , ''"_.,; .,,. ·-"->"-,'v.••.c.;·"·· .. :.•·.<.·,~·"''h<~-\';<J_.;...~~.,,,,.,.; 
could hardly l:'ecognize the oi ty after an absence of nine years. 'i 
~<l'l'••wi<'"'""~"'>MYI"'""'".>r,<,"'~""'""''"·'"''""''""~I~:O'"""'y.,; .. ,:.·,-·"-"'~ ·(~b'W.;(;;;,..-:!.P"J"""fr•.<';"•' """•_-''>'• < .. ~-;;,~~~·.;; • o'>;>,1:· ;, "' ,,;.~ ·.' ,_.., :> ~N~c'> :,_,;,,. .. ;"."~''•:· "- ~ ,-.'·'·•=-·~-_,,,_,,:~».fo.!<"l-~'"'y"c·,, ·'*""'-~ : j 
;i 
You al~~!~~ .. .,:~~~~.!~~-!:.~.~,~.,!~~-~,.!.;.:r.-"!.~:7,, .. E~.~~~.:~~.~ ... f_?.: .. ~.~~-~.. \i 
li ~eople to buy--not _luxuries toll.underst~nd, just plain tood, !I 
:iiOio!;l l~¥Fc ... .-.f.~,_,"'>""''""'""_,._..,,_{,,,,,l.>~_,.. .• .,_,.-.,"'"~'-''"...._,',~··•·i'""~·._"''' ........ ~-.,~·"·"• '-'"--'"·'··"· ·.,., .. • ,, "'' ., ~~ 
a::d rica an~ that .. ~?~~ ?f ~.bing~ . And you also find ~.~~~£~~,.,!.:! II 
II 
f' handed and uprioroue sometimes in their behavior, now are very, • 
-~l'>lailll:>li~~'M.-~A'i',..Y•,...,'i',-.~..;;;:.~,.."ll:-~l;"Y;!."Y:;,o,;tXJ"-""'"'""'l'>'<:'~?"·~v;-~~~-h,.,,.,·~l;I;O\"~ ':''1-r~~"'-' "'''"''~'·'''_'--,~.,,,, __ ,-~,,,..,.,_.: "~ ~ .,~-,"~"',~"- :_,.;q'~;,;~J~<r:<~-~-'"'i'-"·~'iiti..:&Wt.""·- ; : 
shall we saU,.,SEJlll~'!!tl~,J!?.,,,!!,l,;!;,..R.~a!~· Now on the other hand.!.. 
l~.ft., .!1.~ !tJL.!~ rz .• ~,Y.t,<?,;t:~-!t,.!,~.~U!HL.~!;.~.t. -~tl::!.~ ... !':~~ ... ~~ .. ':~~~~.~~. ,?t .. ~~~ 
.. ~?c.~ n.~~.~- ~~~:PP! ... ~~--!~?tJ~~:~ .. !1.~ . .Y..~L"?.!.L!'!~!-.:~y i-~~,.,.!Z~ .. :!.~-l?S 
manx; things into the f'aoea of the people.. I just felt I did notl -~-......,.,,"' •---~"""-"~~"'·..,.,.."""""""·"''1«';r~""?!'~:;,...,.,;rM.'"-""~"'"'"'="""'-- ·-.~,, ~ ... -,_,., ~,.,_,..,,.~_,.,_"_>r~ :;c :' • 1., ••• ". --.,- ,. ~--' ·--.,-<':;."'·' ,..., ... :' >/""' .,.-.;,.::;:,,-,.J'I'i·.-"-'ir"-~.k~, ,.,,,-.~-~~ ~ 
; 
had in 1 49 and in earlier years. I went to shows--I went to all 
. '· ','"f;.·;. • ··--< •• , '!• , •• , '.{-',..· ,-" ·._,~,.''~.,!..,- :•.,-t'~·>f.,_ "-·-,.p,O,~;.~_,.,: _,;'><.:.i ;, "<:-:;- ,'>-t.' ;-., 0\- ; ',o.-·•:-f>''"·"'•'-'"''·"""'''•;·~-'uH(.;.:~•·~·,-,~·_,,><.-~·· ""·""""-'<1.6 • .:,,_,......,.,~,..<•"--"'"<>;,.-,_;<lo,"""W* 
. . I 
kinds of what they call oul tural theatres, this sort of thing-:! 
'' •:··'·"·"·-.. ~~·_._,,.;..~;-·,•f.l:-:\,.t·, .,j.,,,. ___ , ""'""''··"'"'''·-'''-"""'''1'~\;;:.~"""..><"'.i;•"'.'"~'~':"'-"l"1'~"'--=-~~(t;-;:o,e"•"'""''"'il11<:'l~~"':-;;t;r...~-~-""-"i-'f·::•·;. ,;;,r.;.--:;..J-;,:: .Jj;;-;""""',.·*'"-~..,,,,.1);,;\,.;;.'-'<P".;<.;. ~':'-< :: 
there we~~~~~.t-.!.!~.¥re~.!_~~t;~~~!'~: ..... ~"e.~~:.d, .. ~!~?,,~~!~~l :' 
there were certain times when. there would be laughs, and there : . 
.. .•. , .- ..,'"~----""'~'"'"''"""·"•-~""'.;O<Y~;c,w~-.'%>->1:>--~ .. .,..H~~t'<':,.,_.~·--"-+'--l'¥'-"'"""'"'ili~,;.,_:::..,o..,.,;-,-·:.,.,r.•":'*i',:;~-'R.~~~X·-""i;-c<~:'l'"':,•" .1:'"· - .. _,_ .·= ,~-...,~·-:>H•,'-{l">···;;·;-:ll't:U:.t~'·«-:=-:><f 
were laughs. In other words there seems to be an absence of 
happiness you normally expect among the Chinese. I do not know 
whether or not you can say the people A.re ha.ppy or unhappy, you 
see progress, you see something less desirable. 
Question: the thing that always interests me a.s a poli t+ 
ical scientist or journalist, is how •e can evaluate the price 
of human freedom--you know people say tha.t certp,in huml'!.n rights,! 
have been curtl'l.iled because of the communes, etc. Is there any 
tool we have to measure this sort of thing--have other political 
aoientists or scholars given thoughts to this sort of thing? 
We take it for granted that if we didn't have liberties in the : 
,, 
sense we have it, we would be miserably unhappy. Yet in the . 
Far East, many times these people have never known this. 
no way of quanti tat1 vely measuring this. !l 
,I 
II I think you are quite right--it would be extremely hardii 
:: 
' f 
1'1. 
s some o our .. 
45 
social science friends in universities try to tell me. I think 
1
i 
,, 
this matter is very closely related to the cultural past of the ,. 
nation. This matter of poverty is not a new problem to the 
Chinese. You might say that they would be entirely happy to 
- .. -. ... ,...., .. ,~-.....-...... , .... ~.,. ... ~....,.,_ .. _..._,..,~ .. ._, .. -...... ~"""'"" 
trade ~ertain restrictions for some degree of economic better-
~ .. --........--."'··~----:<· -~--.-..>-N': ~--, -•· ~-'• '·"~~,_.,,., .. ~,~ .. ,,_.,.,,,,,.,..,..~_,..,,.,.,-!~;.~.--' ,.,, ... ,,,..,.. ... .,_.>; ... ,._ . .,._.,_._.,. ,,.,,,, . ..,_,_.,,h.,,,,~ .. -., . .,,_ ,. · • --~- .• "'>·'•' -"'·"< -•"-'>' v.;·_• >·e.;_,., ,• 
.men t. Thi '! . ..zou t~~~!, a!!:.~~~~~ .. };',?~~~.;:;c~!~-t~·;.:,~ .. ~~~ .. ji 
admit I wasn~ t. :?:_,!he co~ry.s.~~-.t~.e ..... !2~.,L~];;:!!~~~Jl,li,. .• J:&I9.wW :; 
the out ski rte of certain Qi ties. 
,__~~!!:·-~·1<'1:<'!'€F: ... ~~"""""-~·~>!,"'ir!>~!.-:,'R.-
~uestion: would you care to comment specifically on 
whether you favor what has taken place, or do you think that 
something bad is happening thereT 
I will try to answer this question by forgetting my ent~jre 
ethnic past, and speak strictly as a Canadian citizen, and as a ,· 
student of political science. 
!I 
!] 
I think the lot of the common me.~i 
~~-.,-·-~...-,-.,.,.._,... ,H,),';".-,-. _.- .. \ .... , __ .,·.~"-,,:-.-•... ~ ;-, __ ,.._,_ .•. , -·;~·.; "'' "·' .,- II 
i,~~~~~nite.ly better, V"ou have here a regime, while dedicated ~P 
' ·" ,.-~-~ ... -,_ . -.. :-.- ,_._,.,~ ·-- ''· ,, ·' . ",ii 
.I 
control the nation, does provide e. number of services which Wf;!r~: 
• , •' '-'·"·, ,' '".~ '··'""'''·'"' . .:- "'~--'Jv V->:,_. ~:,_,...,;,;,...,..;, ....... _k"""'-J/,>•,.-.-,-«-. •)t~> <f>;•<'<•O•""•>->.'"·•'-'•''-}-...,>.'c.-,,>,__.y~-.,,-,;;_,,•·0 ;,;""'-)'-.";,"'''"•"'!l.'>i"""'-'''.;,_-;,.1>.M>"I<l'1 
onl:v;!,~~~2,;;e,"_~;}"!~~~ .. ~!o,.,.~~-'!:~~!\:.,~K.~1,.Bhek and .. his re~ime: ••. J ... ~~~! .. 
the E?aeants as a whole and the common workers in fA,ctoriee are !i 
4#~'!!'W<"~·"'H•:-·,> ., .. ~,,~,;::,~..,·~··,.··1.>;"~•'' <"''-' ·•._;:o:·,, .. •;,., ''>"-'"'<::,;.,~·,,;;;,,•.-,.>c·~-;t.~~.-·,.,.;~· • "• -_ - • • ;_ . . ' ·, .. , .. -.o'o ,. -'.'.; ,;;,•'e.;~,_.-.;:,,-,,·"!·. ;jt 
living better than before--not entirely materialistically, in 
,, 
------~'"'-""'~-~;W!\f'~•*'I<YJ>;,_;,~:;.~~#''.Ii<~~''f><";;":-'Y?o;;.:='•¥131'WJ'i?{•;"¥,0>"-~;/;,>;~c,:·'fi;;o-_;'·},.•,:.-,-,:,;•'~.~·· '-·, ·-~-·~.--'- "-'~~\i\-f-t.~·,.-,~, ., 
()t~-~~ ... ~~s-~ ~-~~~~-~.-~~~~~-~.J:r~ .. J'lt~e:Ji~r .~E:!~~~r·. tf1~r l\l;e>9t -~\!.~ .•. a. ii 
11 ttle better, but I think it ie the feeling that they are now, 
-----·~-~-p,_~:;,;~~.,;;o,.y"""_...;-.;"!<ffr<!)F.<,"'-""'''1»"_..,~C.'<'.•';~,.,;,,;J<',,.'.''~'·•"; ,:.,-~.,,~··•:;-'";",'"""""Y',;.f',"''"-~''·,.J,~; ;! 
:i 
believe it or not, the masters of the new nation. It's the ele·+ 
_,.....,--....,.,.~~"''""""""""''"'..,;._w_:<,._;,.;-"''"'·'•<"l""".,;·;,.'.'"'""'~;;c,;,..,.._._,.,,_,,,_~J>"W"Jo'lO<.f,.,. . ..,......,,,1_,..,~--,.;c;;;,__.-,--·--i'-,-.- ,.•·,-·. -· •.,_., .. " '·~---•- · , ... · .·-- i! 
I' 
vation of their consciousness, and that very ofte, as moat of u•l 
""' , , i·llf • 1 ... ,.,_....., -- • ,,...__, .. -..,J1i-·'-""''""""~' 'l:!'W"'•"l---""·'!'~'"-''-~""'··-;-A'--.,.,.;'I'v.~ .. t . ..;_~.,....<:~<'•·-v- --",.-- _ .. , .• -- ,·:.·-- _,_, · ·, :1 ,---..... ;., •'·· • •• "_,_.--, ,,,.; -. -'"'''- ···""'"•'"·'"'~'-'''·_,;.,..,,~ 
would ~g~ee~ .~-~uld lllake .~.Y~,:~~.Il,"~.appy~-its how you thi~~.,.,, ~I1d li 
I would say also that definite improvements which "''ere not made :1 
____ .., ... , ,..,.;;.l,,.,f?-1:~--=--·~-~~~, . .,..,.~_,...,..,....-:_.....,;fJ!f~··':~-~-..,. ·~ ·-~--... ,,~_..,_,; ... ..,.-,"'~-'"''""'" ... ,._,_.;."'·~"-_.._-~o, . ..-~'"-v: .• ·~··"~>•"-.-"''"-""~'~-.,·w·~ II 
'· poasibl!l a,.~ .. all .. by previous regimes, hR.ve now been made. I was fi 
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,, 
recall when I attended hi~h school in Shanghai A.nd lnter on for ,: 
..• ~· _ .. ,·, ,_,,,_~,-'~"•'""''''~·'""".~""'·'·""";""'l.-~~,.-~,,-•=-'"'>il'lll<'•·•.,...,.,.."·'""'""""'..,. .. ..,..~~~-:.':'.~~ ,-.~~~~:·-~·•;.~-•! ''"'·""'' ,.,, ·' .,.,,-~._~.,__,,,_,,.,_,...,.,,.""''"·'"·""·.-.,.•f-"''''1~'""''"'~' ! : 
,, 
one semester in Hankow, there was talk thRt we ahoul<i build thilli 
.• ,.k..o-.<- -.-.,,., •.• ~_.,,,,.. ~ .. r .• ~·-•·••:•~)o<>..,.,..,·'-""'',_....,.,,,.;e...., ..,.,,,, '-..ui!.h>'-'"- •,-.,., ... ,,,,·~c-.:O-"''•''·\""''·' ,,,._.,,.,.,,,,·,;·.~•~"""-~"»:••.W•<,,.;.;-.o..,,..,.;..~o-'<>'-"~~41 
- it was never built. Communists seem to have a bridge--somehow 
··"" __ , '>- •' ... ~~ ···-'· ,.__,, •••. , . .,~,'"'~ . __ .. _, ~,-;,.;--~ i; 
' 
way to get things done. These were the things I was very much 
-•..--<><"~"-..~<">" ·~; >• Y'• ·.·-,·"''''""""~··•..O•<O'''•'•~- •1•:•-:-•'-·'-'·-~•-<" 'f '"''••'-'· ~--'- W",--•-;<f, "--·-~-.-~:- ';·•-~ '·-'{-,-:"':'··~><.¥,• , ,Co•_e•:\>"'•-'- ' •f ,..,,-J,r'_,.,.,., ,-,,;,":,. •'•"''''~<~•''''"'-"""''~<~'->'Lot-•1-"' 
impressed with . 
• -•••.. , .......... ~-"""'-....;:..: .. AA'>-<t:«>-...,_, 
Now on the ot?er hand, you will find that the Chinese 
~--~ ... ----... ,... ...... _., __ """''~.'Y.· ... ~-·--
while on -~~ •• ?an~-~E.~ •. l?.!.~!?.~.~?~_l:,R«;t,~},~.·"·· ~~~X .. ~.E! .. Jl,l,lf!(), J2.~PI?1E1. !.h~. 
i 
wil,l,. treasure their kind of freedom very much. I found the sad-+; 
dest thi_!!L~O.~ .. !he __ ~~.?:l_l.!!l.~.~~':~ .. ~- went.b'::c~ ... !:~---~-~8.' .... ~~~--:~~!,..!j 
was the absence of their sense of humor. I recall under Chang 1i 
•=-"'-·-~-- ........ ,..,..,..,,,.,_.._~"'"'"'"'~~-"'""'''-~--"'·-~~--~~"""~""'"'-'"'~"«<"'~~M-~W!;;' ... l:lfflS *'.Jj~ ~~ 
IS..l!!.... ~})~!"'"·=~De!~.-!ae. !8.£~!~11 ... ~!.-~::'!'!~.I~~-L .. :.~~~~-.'.~~~~~~.t.):g?~ il 
:I 
Jrf!~!i.o!!l! but peo:r,le C()Ul~ }at;gh the whole thing off, and all 
-~ · ' · • ' <--' ,. ! • •;-- ... , -"' -•.· ... - -'!>'' -,, -~'\••o>'-:"•'"·. (_;·.e' ~ :0-,-~>··--.y~ ·< • ... ·,;J.-.._.,,.;.o'•to.''~''•', ~· <>'\·.'>"""-'''~ '• ~---;-,,_,,!::•P1,_",'''"'-'''"'·"''"~;-_,>;::,\, , 
:J o i~e~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~.!.~.-~~~~;!::ih!::l~-~~-.!tf~~~--~~2J:&~.a~~ .. ~~ll-.~ :! 
li 
~~~':;~i~·t·· .?hi~a .today. Pe?.~,l'~"'~;"~~ ~;,~.:,?~.~.:. _ ;'.~?£.::, "~.:~-!~,~~1.S!.t.~~~· 
People wouldn 1 t talk to you. When people !'ealized that I we.s a !i 
-.....;.--.. --•:;...,.,,.....,.,..,""~"""..,__..a.,,._.,_~._.,.~,i:':""""·*w~~~' . ...,.;.;"' -;_;;r.,;:. . .;,,.;,,..-.y>;-~,+"·"·'-.,,o,,A .. ~-.:>:_~-,,;• ... ~ ... ~··:•·,,,·t-:o,_,.,.,_., • .._..S4-.I'-4."·.,\:~<""-"""'-~~~w-.w:;, .l-fl 
I 
Canadian, they began to tell me more then when thev suspected ,1· -------~~'''"""""""·)i.t>:f{;,;).""'·~~"'-"""'·'~~·~-.-~,.,.._,,,._'J~-I!Uo~~ I, 
tha _1!_}_ !~~ ... J':l s,t ... ~ ?~,1.~.~.~~~ _ .~ '!!!.~~~~ ev~n tell y~u : hfl.~ ... tJ~;t:~,~.~~+li 
I was born and raieed in Vancouver, and that I didn't know a wo~ 
__,....,....."""'""~<,,'>_,~_~->''"''J,''-''~'~'C'!' ',',", ,>,yo'-'""1-<','o, ,,,_ ''"'"''''>'i·'''·'· "".f, ""-;->' f;'i!~,~o!(·;,>,,~;"':'":.:-:;~>,<,-;.-_? "o•.-, •; > --' '·' -~-" .,•,'._;...•- '"' • ~- <, 0 •',' -._ '< ,;.,, ._; ',,\ ,,_.,--.-.--.;-.•,~,,:.'~,-,.-.,,/•:ff -
of Chinese. And because of that fact they began to tell me a 
--. .... ..__,..,_.,.,...__"'_~~""'"""·""~'+·J'"''\·'''-~':.; .. ,_~~r~:w ... ,,:.-0....,_..,,~,:.."'· 1! 
little bit more, which made me suspect they would not talk amo~ 
-~"'~ _, •,-.,,.->, '• ''-"-'.~A~ j ·-:• :,(-'.-'·•\-:·>-.'•?-' ,,-~.·,,; "'·;, ", ,'•--, -,.-,,~.; ~. ,_ i',',.\!.;>~ ·,"':o<'!\';_~,;'<:-;,<,'._:.,>-,-:<,(;··,·;.,~'' , '- ,•, , ·~._ --~- !> ,· '•' •' ",' ~ ," ··- · ' ,· .·, '.C "' .l ,.::~,'1.·\ !c,:.f .'•·17-J,C•-; .. -,,;.,·;r 
,, 
~hemsel ves. And,,;,, tb!nk, ~~.~t is .!?.~ .. ~!~~ .. ,~,':~ .. ~~::.~P~~()-~,?.~~ .E~.~-~f·" 
I· 
is, ?-,?~ .. ~ And 1 t is very hard to balance the entire picture how ii 
I feel about them. 
ft .... 
did have and are now denied to them. 
"'-'-""~""'' .. '""""""-'"'"''~""...,_,._1~--..... ,.,.,...., .... u-... _Joi."""""""'"'"'""'''"'<'~·~~-'1.."'"""""~""-.l~"""' 
And to come back to your 
'I 
question. !: This is another thing that a sociologist or a social '' 
psychologist or statistician can coma to an answer to balance 
how often you laugh with how many bridges and how many miles of 
highway you construct, So, the answer is, I do not know. 
~uestion: what is the official policy of the Canadian 
government to the Red China ai tuationl 
,, 
•: 
i' 
We are caught in a very awkward situation. We have longji 
recognized Red China. It was an embarrassing thing, because yotJli 
recall that when London recognized Red China, and Communist Chi~ 
' 
has not quite recognized London yet. On the other hill. d, we are 
neighbors of the United States, I do not think our policy 18 en_,i 
tirely governed by London, there is public sentiment, and ' ,, a lot !i 
of things we have to consider. We want trade, and I do not thi~~ 
' 
we should make any secret about that, We want to do quite a fe,.; 
j! 
I 
things with Communist China. W1 th our obligation to London and i' 
I 
our friendship to this country, you can see how dif:l'icul t a pos~i 
ition we are in, II 
' 
Question: do you follow the trade embargo that was set 
up by the United States? 
Oh yes, I think we follow the agreements that were made,ii 
it there are certain things that are not supposed to go in, but ma~ 
{I 
I speak a little off the record for just half a minute--there atr 
!i 
certain things--we are not supposed to go away front Hong Kong tqi 
Canton. In terma of the law, very strict; I have seen with my II 
i 
own eyes certain things have changed form that went there 'i 
48 
·-=== 
anyway. I think that to answer your question there is the lega~ 
aspect of the answer; what the business men can do and cannot do: 
would certainly surprise you. 
~uestion: they must have a party organ like Pravda in 
Red China--do you know anything about it1 
d Oh yes, as a matter of fact I depended on the newspaper .! 
,. 
•' 
in Peking for my research. There is a paper called "Gen min jiij 
pao," to be translated as •Peoples• China." 
,. 
This is the Chines~ 
!! 
., 
Pravda. This is the official mouthpiece of the central commit-;, 
! 
tee of the Chinese Communist Party. This is the paper that ser1 
vee the function of both Pravda and Ievestia, because in Moecow~i 
you have the government new~~paper Isveetia, and the party paper.' 
:I In China, this one is both. Officially it is oublished by the 'i 
. i 
party, but it speaks also for the government. This is the paps~ 
I 
that tells the entire nation what to do at what time, in what 
way, with what result expected, and how. 
Question: just recently I heard that there were some 
Red Chinese soldiers joining in with the Tibitens. Do you sup-:! 
1 pose this might reflect the real attitude of the Chinese people : 
toward the Oommunistsl 
Fortunately I juat talked w1 th a fellow oountrvman who •i 
just flew back from Hong Kong last week. Naturally he read ,, 
quite a bit of things in Hong Kong. 
H 
The picture I got was somei 
H 
thing like this; I agree w1 th that statement-! think there are' ""'-'~"""*"""''~~"<' •·"'-•0..,... >-'"-'·•Y-''' ..,-,_,"-{<,., '~'.;.<:,,,;-:,_-,.-,'_,, .,: ".,;,..";~;' -.>C•,,;., :·.'t.•r_-:'(\_;•,"" -,,-· ~.;~,-.-., ? " , • ._, ,.,:,•, '"•'•oC·•'¢'f.:o-r:;t:~,.·<'<;'~{o .'•\';,;:<>-" >-' •-~ 
Chinese soldiers who went over to the rebels, and fought agains~ 
-·--·'"""-'"'"''• "-.·- ,- ' - ·'·'• S ,,. •. _ ~-;_,-, .{~·; .~,;~,>0<·"'-'-'A"-'" / ~-<,"""""" ,.,_,_,,.,..-;.,¥;::_ 0"""'<1~oi.•j>-"<'>''4"<''' 0.'-1:-·,, ·'.-.W.,·i;•,;><o-->¥J...,,-.,, '"''·"~'""'"'''> '! "'~"'·--~•·-~ :."W>-\ :•\<"><);:•:,f~"'""""'"'"""~<"'-~ic,1,'<'" ~ ~ 
w it bit of resentment · 
49 
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:i 
f' ~~!~~··~ th".,,~eg~me •.. I. think one of the main reasons, according 1 
• ·~""· · - ·· .~1-i_ ' ·"""•· •-· · - ' ··-< 4', '· ·-- ·,-,,"""'"''-N'''~"-~., ,:~.-~·-"·"'->""''""""""'-··'·>"J-;..~..;,~;~.,p;~,.~f,..,,..._ ~''~.c;,,_, •· "'"'~'"""'"'l''"'~-·iil.·-'•i:I~:'.J'¥.,;<:-\:_t."''.i'-t-,,· .. ;,:t/'<r>'#t;~-W.,~;.~~!?f>:·_,..;;-,. ; ••.. !i 
to my analysis from what I heard from this friend was this big i 
·-......,_,..,"''~<>(~'-'•'~·->.-,. •• ~,--,. ;:·-·· ·"""•·--;.~ ''' ··'"'- «~ .... ..::, •• ,_.,_,,.~ .. ,..-~.--'•.-'"'"' •7'}'""'"''•··""'''",.,..""'-"'~"'"'"'""·"'•Cw·<·""''"", -,.,.";y,.., .• ,<o,• .• ,,.,.·;,.;.,: ...... ;.r·-~"hf''·'- ·.;, .. •·,.·,;;-_<'tlli>',ti)',.t,;..o~~~ •. ;,,. l i 
campaign to uproot what they call the bourgoise reactionary and :1 
_ _..;;........;;;;....,,---..$.n---'~...,....~;<W•<.\•·O->•~.>o~J,.....,:\f,;)-.i-'-,;,,~'~.>;,;,..~:.;;•;,;,<>·•''•'·"i'l"'"~'-'<''!.<·">',;¢.'',<: <.-·,of;~./'c0""'",_;"'-"".1.;;,1<tl;'.;,~(~,< ., 
iiiiE!'I.:t:~,~.!.s.~ ... e, 1, e~~~ ~.~ ·.·· ~n .. ~~.~~~.~!~.~':.~?~':!~.,.fl.~~ s.o .. ~.tfl.~ ~ ... ?~~~.~ "!~! .... 
Lema class. For instance they were trying to take monasteries, ! 
ther wer!'~~i!JK .. !~!!!!!L!"~~.,~.~!.~~.~~ .. ~~~t_r~~.led, p~~ces for col-
lective farms, and as you probably know, even the land reform 
~~-<O'c,..,-,.,_-•/'"''' ,-.,_, ,_,~~' ;-"'-"<'<! , __ , ,';•Y0<'1_}'~;·,·•'>..;~.-C';>,o, .. ;-;$.C)"';>,·lC A\;'•;).f;,_i<'""-·•>-<:: •·•,> . • ,,,. "<::'-"'<-( ~;·_<·.1··-,\•.:,:c''·'· · ;,;,,>;.,_., . .'{<1'\'' -~· <J~I_:.i,':'C'".\1f';"'$i_\'>""'t\,:·~""i" 
1 
program which was completly in the main part of China in 1 53 anAl 
• '"-' ' -.,;,,,, '' ' ' '' '·> •·,,. ~·'" >.~.,-•,<,J,,.:.,...,O '-'""'""'~-~.~·-"""·'"'"''0.:":~ .. .,,>/l'fl:/"i•-;<<,;; • .'< ,';'••.;'o,' '•"'.';>',~_',, ,,,,,~ >'••, >•····;>-<''</••:• _ • • • , , , , '",.:-',:: •,'.-, '-·",'''~'' ,,.,,,,; ';',;,.; 
153, it 
were not 11.0tuall v Chinese soldiers--there 11.re two kinde of sol- '· --------~..,-~-• o;J . --"'!'' ' o= "l'>......,...., .... ~-~~ .. --.. -.-~,.,.,,,,,v,'<'o,_...,.,,,...,A:;r.,,~.,,,,.,,,,, .. ~· . ....,;:.."{:o'>>o-_~->-""'"-'-""'"''~-.,.·,c;-~~ 
diers. There were ones who were sent from •uneck" to Tibet, and 
___ ;._. ___ •••-., ... -·~·-• _..,._, __ ,_. -.--..... ~--'.!--'Sii>III:M~"*'""~"'''.''~.<,__,""'"''""\P'h"""''"'~"-~-'U-I'~I,:,•"'-"'·'<·r<•"'·.'-"""'"~~-.;.·",,_' .. "•;,.,;/''.:.1o;f: •!• . .:i·.r-~ 
there were ones recruited locally. We do not know whether the · 
,._,_,""~' _,,~--""·"-"''""'"'·..-~·,..__..-..,.""'."'''~'~""'·'l''"''·"'fr<"l'!;!!.._ .• _ lr>'"':><-"""~>.1'1'~,.,;'.-..;;•,.,~n.¥,~-~~·,"-_.""c''~·llc""""'-''' ·~··«--.• '"''-'"'''', ,,.,_.,., A>•"••,<:;-•i' *"1-"'·,:·:,r)"/<~:'"~).,-O , • 1 i 
ones who rebelled against the government were the locally re-
- · -· - . ·-··- -, ... . : -1 ·~.·.;·,-.""·M••'"''*"'--•··"''''"-""{•:,0:'of,•,· ;{ ,.,,_,;.,~--..,-><!. ;..,.,.,. •• ,,,...,,,,_..,,.,, .. ,~~~ .,._.,, .. ,' ~-·· - ,- c·-·«·''-'-'N<>~~·-:>t ···w:- .,,,_,-,...,,,, "'.';,,<,··;:,~.·.~,:.·~·'?.>\} :_~.n 
oruited ones or the ones sent over to Tibet. 
there is another thing to be said against the regime. And that , 
--... ----~..... ~..,...,.,.,...,.., ................... -~~ .. 1-').i:>;i!'-i"-~''fi'-Y>W.•.,_,._-~~-><M'J'f>n§"r* 
is that according to this friend of mine, the soldiers he knew 
• "'1:.:,-:G .. ~;:-;..;:., :.1-""-"--""'~·J .-.. .... ...,,;; •• ._..,,..:....: ..... -,.,...""~-··""'~" ·.-. •• ~·-''-'''.,__.,..,.~.'""""'·-""' ,:.:.,~-,.~ -,.,..; •. w.,.;l.;/~.j >-"···h"'''!.: · . .:, ; • 
that were sent over to Tibet, they were unhappy because.they 
.... - ,_ .... ...- '"'"'" .-,.>«-- ··---~---~ '"" .-, •. ,.~,.' "'""''''~" ,., • .- .,.,,,. ·- ·•'·~,···~--><"<"·. :-.-. ' ~ .. _, ,_ -< ··'·'-" • " ;-.- ".0~- •• -__ , -:<.;. ... ,.• ~-·"-""':,., 
were dealing with a strange place, strange people, among all t~ 
, ,__ .,...,-,._,.- .. m-.-_..,._.....,_oc,.._;,-..,"~''-""""""""'·":...U""'',.._,..._.,,,., "''~W~·•·•~'#'""-":!'.,'"'•'"''''..,._• •·r~•-...:0 _.,... .1..-'-""''''.-~· _,.,_. __ •,- .·. ·,, <>.,-...,;,. o"'c''~•,;,;;.>.•-:':·<,,-~ /'.-:IO!<;oi<••-t.~do"Vf>i~·~;,;'(,•.-.i'f<;,,•: ,l 
n~ ~!.:..!~.!!:~!~~~! .. ~.Jl..'!.d:. J?.~~,£,e;;,~~9;!:."'~"~~~ .. J~!Mi ... UWAMQ.r 
very hard the Ti be~~.!a~~J1 .. ~.o,!;.,.:a.l!-!~,.1.!1Jt!:S"'ll.9.,l.,U1~~f 
ii 
i e a, the1.~ .?-.EJ.~: ... E?,~?:?..:.~~!L~!J.!,!t!'J~-~.!:~".N~;J;!;,,"t~!,\(.,, .. 1\,h,~~~.~~~~t 
out too much of a financial reward onl v in terms of what you :1 
·-. -,. .. .,..,~-~""'~;:<.£',_;p,:1-Y1t•o., ""''-·"•t· •_. ... -p,;-""'";"''1::'_·;·;:~,,_,, __ . '-h · .- ·~----;-,-:;;,.rc.·>.·~.'d.,\'·:'::;, ~-~-:"'"~~~~~~·"'-' ... , -- II 
mig~.~ . .,;al~.i.~~~}~~ .. ~c~l .~.va,n<?~~~~~·'· , .. ~f!er .. '!.~;;~,9,!1,+l!ll!, .. ll~"'·O.~·· 11 
!, China-::~<>_~_B.::.e.':.~ ...... :~~R!~~~,2Jl8,~;" ... ""~"~~ ... ~~~J1-:;..2nw:li,~e i! 
,. 
.. ·.--- - . 
,. 
! 
,~·:: ~" .:·-·,- ,'::·:('_.,:-1:. ;-'01->'/-:!<'~"ly~J:t.',;,.ft,.<:t~,.<:.;_;•.,;·:~:~~- I· 
•I 
;! 
i\ 
1: 
" !! 
~uestion: you spoke of the situation in Red China--is 
., 
ii that the first time you visited Red China since you left China? 11 
., 
I left there in 1949, and did not revisit until 1958. 
~uestion: you say people of Red China are better off 
today than they were under Chaing Iai Bhek's day. 
I• 
!i 
I t~ink __ I .lll~.e ~:.:~!.:! .. :V~:! .. :~~~E.·. ~e~:!' .. ~~ .... s~.~~,.J:~~~.s .. ~~~~ 
in---~~~~~·--~~ .... :'!~~-~.)~?,~".?.~~!!'.!_.,.~!! ... !~!" !~.~~~~-~----.--.t~l .. ~~-!1!t~ ..• ~f,,,JIJl,~~--~~ 
highway, number of bridges, and the elevation of workers to for~~ 
________ _._,,,.,~··--_., .. ,.,,,,~,._, _ _..__.,..,.~...,.."'....,~"""""'~-'"'''~*""->~-->'""'*~~-"'"';,"··-;• ,.,._.,,, .. _,., .. ~,..._-_._. ~,,-"''-."' •oo>·~,;~"<<•;.~~>o;·."'l'·:;~,~-"''"l'-'l'~~·n'::.o:'i4J 
~!:r:.~~_!~.<;:;~.:.~.';-~-~.·-.· .. -~.d.. ;.~.!~ "~~~-~-~!,_ ~-~-i~~ ~- I !~.~-~~-- t ~~! .. ,~J..~,.,~.!:t: 
I 
On the other hand 1 I .fllso said someth~Jl!t-2L.~th!t.~~ll!~IJ~iL II 
sense of humor or happiness of the people, so I would not say ;: 
they were exactly better ouors!.:.. I wou],d,, Bai .• !.U{Il ... P.!t.tli.\.~.IA. ii 
il 
thing~ Cha~ Kai -~~!!~!!!U.!;~-~~-:.t?.~~~<?.t~.::"h.~!.~~:::~.~~~e. certa~p 
things were pt;,rmitted, knowi~ll or Uf!knowi~~~y, consciously or 'i 
,E:noonsoiously by Chaing Kai Shek are not permitted todg. You !i 
have to decide which things are more important todELY in the min~s 
of the Chinese people. 
i./,uestion: are you satisfied w1 th the progress they are 1 
making today? Are they satisfied? 
I can answer that question by g1 ving you two answers 
of 50. Two of his brothers, one in the same university, was a 
~"""'--·"~T~~o<""'i~~!!;::;'t,.,.{.J:-~.,.,."~'•i'!'.~•.><<-!.'-~-·~':+-•''''-i-•·> ,_,,,,,,,' , .·~,.-,,,; ,,,u; .. :-;,• ,., 
member of the "New Democra.tio Youth Corps," which is now oalled 
,_. i v, ·-.;"-·'"•- .• ·.,. ;.•' ··-·, .·. -' • ' ,-;,' •;<;~<i;,·-:,--:,i-i,.;,-:"~'<."C.'' ."·~ .i 
11 he "Xoung Jtqmm~l!1"~~-.. !!! .,.!!!.u.~!f ... !'l~ .. ~~- -~"~P~8):~~ ~~~R.1t; .. ~:!7 . , !I 
c~~o.ustLhe.~e is a youth whose father was killed by the Communists-+ 
. . . · .... • . . . ... _., .. " ·' '·····. ,-.,-4! 
I but_,_,~~-"~~~--~~~?-~~.:!::m •. ~~~.!-,~~~~--~~~--re.~im~-~-- And sp~~i~g __ ,~o-._~e(j 
in glowing terms, and he said why in the world don 1 t you come '! 
r-·--·-_.,.,,.,~,..,.,,.,_~,.-.-"''""""'"''~\'-"'<"'""~''•'"'"''"'-''C"'>kfV"'·"""'""''lA\."''"''''~''"'7,-'•',,'.~''"'-·•> •-,·•·.','·'.<~_',.•·,;·"· '••,• f. ,_ ,•'-''"'' >• ' • '< 'o, •• ,,. ,-.,_.-,;•"h·>"<O•O•<•',;;•..l'l>',,,_,. "' 
home--never mind this nonesense about your being Canadian--a 
I 
Chinese is a Chinese, you should always remember you're Chinese.-! 
... , ... _, .. __ .- .• -.. : .. :·-····"··.·- _· ......... -.--L- __ .,, i··.·:- _,- .... ... , __ -.·--·! _,· .. :,, •. _ . ..,.,,_,,,,.;,·,.:.~·;.,.,~,.;.,~,_-....... u .... ~
I said sure, II !Uld all that--now this is one example. I spoke to 1 
~·--·H.Yf<'>C<·'~<'J-'·>-;..-··.·•·'···' .... ,,. 
this boy at 8 o'clock in the evening, and I said I got lost in 
this big city and would somebody take me home, and so I rode ,: t: 
' home with another boy. This boy 1 s home is in Peking. Just as •1 
__ """"'""'""""""'"""'""""'_,_,..-............. -""'.)'.o·,).:"'A.t.~ .. -"'_"~~""·~,.,, ... """>l>"':·."'~:,-..-""'"'"''-..:;:.,.,~~r-
contrast, here is a fellow who came from a very very poor famil~~ 
·-··''•'' •·••· ~-;r.-_,y._;·,•,_.,;_ .... .,, ..... ..-... . .,..«;~~~'"--"',.,.--"--~-·,_,___....... ..... ,.,.,..,_,,..,'-"'i""-"••••i•••;ol:,,:lO.'lr;~«""·,;;'~~"l!;':»>f~-..~-'<'1:.>1<'~~·.;', 
I' he told me that his father had to actually beg for food, and wo~ 
·--~"'-:~· • .-,,. .. """'IO',_.,"'t'>·:-<•:'<~.r-"r·"·'''•,-"\''{"\:'t""'l'lr:<"•~·>'i'"!!",Y''I-~'\'~"'"'"·.~ ... "'~''"·-·w..,.,-.,.,_ .. .._.,_...~ .. ~--·,-· .. ,._.,.·.-~- -·:. . .,._ ... y;.,:,; ''-""'-"'''''-·--~·.-.-·,_;'-;,, :-,,h·.tf· 
,!)n tram:z s 1.., 8,-~!.!~.!1~~.""~.}:;! .. ~.!!J, •• ~!!i~.~ .. , ~!. -pe~.i.Z,:~! .. ... :? ... : ~:'~. ~- ~i ~-~~1; 
" 
and he even admitted that sometimes he had to steal, and he even. 
. ..._. ·- -··- , .. -.. . '" ·. ·. ·.·,._ ,;_,--, .. .-,·.: .... · ,,,_,,-:.,-. .,.,l~t-.<::•·.-''· · .. : •• ~,·.: ;,·.·::··;,· ;, .. ·_:, ". -~- ,..,., t.:.·"t,·,,_. •_,.,-~'-.'··' .. •,,.:,• .•:1-.·•.:<-.,e"-",.;.,,;,_;; '.;'·O-i,·""'·'"'"'''~"~-J~ 
" 
.:thoEKl_l,! .• !~ ... -~~~1!:; "'lr~~-.-.1:1:0,~ ... ,~, .~:.i.!!,:... r. gers,on~~~j'. ~:Pe?.~ .. -~~.~~~ .. ~~,····~l 
I 
person like this would surely welcome the Communist regime, and !! 
---,., ... ,.,.,.,,., • ..,-<,.,., -,,_._.--".~''::w\·'·Nil.i•Y' .. '··"''·"'·~"'>'';'-.'·'-f··; ;.·.: · ... ·~ •' · ,_.,_,e:.~·-~~·-,,, -.-.. _- ~,. -~:"f.:.;,,.• :-- '' - ~ ·i ·- , ,-', ·' ·•._:. '· ''"· ... ·.;·.<-'-'.o.;,~·.,-. ... ,. __ ,.,,.__..,,.,..- .. ;"-· 0··'"'-"''""''"'""'""~f' 
·I yet this was the bitterest enemy of the regime I met in Commun- :, 
.., ""- _.......,.._.,. ___ ,._~'"f;;l'..;-,~<'».<<,.~l~".t.#~''$!-l'-·-~'f'J>.-o:<'..-,-,,l~,,._,.;...,,,,,.,).~"-' , __ ,.,,_ .- . ·· ;,,_,,,_., -,.-.. ;!i>',l:t"'-''"·'·:•;;'- _, ... -,..,-,,1••.:· '·''""''~: .. c,•,.w.,Joc..-~.......,.~"fl 
il 
is t C hin~:---!~.-~1?.~~~ .. ~.<? •. ~~~-· .~P..,..~-~.,,!11~!.,~ ~-~' _ ..."8.~:'::.~ .. I~-~ .. ,~ .. -~?.~}.~~-~ 
.. 
man--I got a lot of things, uniforms, !Uld this is pure wool •• [i. jj ____ .... _,.,,._~·~.$1-•~IIAlt~'l>*;o>m~~ ... '<>U.<;"~~"""'-''il!'"'"~-... ,,.,-,.~,t,•.;...,,.,,".''''~;.~:,-,",,.;.-.-.;)oe.~.-H·~·-I'•·; .. ·-_.,,,,,._,,..,,.;;·,_,_,.,_,_,,;,•c;;.,-.!i~:.·•;,"·>'-".ril 
(here the recording ended abruptly with a long pause leading li 
into the afternoon session.) il '! p 
il 
li I! 
:[ 
'I ii 
I 
APPENDIX III 
TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEW II 
I am not a stranger to China at all, I was born a citi- :: 
: 
I zen of Canada, but I was raised in Ch1na--I attended high sohool
1
! 
I and part of college in China, and a good deal of my education :! 
!was received in this country. I was in Shanghai in 149, and I ,, 
I was still traveling all the time from June 23, 1949 until Christ~ 
mas of that year when I came home. Last summer I had the oppor-1' 
': 
tunity to go to Communist China again, I went to China from Ho~' 
I 
·Kong and got into Canton, from there to Peking, then to Hankow, , 
1 then I made a quick trip to Shanghai, and to my great delight 
and entirely by coincidence I was able to make a quick trip by 
plane to Chungking which was the war time capital of Ohaing Kai 
Shek's wartime government. And I was in Chungking only for a 
few days, then flew back to Shanghai aP:ain, and then from there 
I I went to Hankow by train from Canton and back out from Hong 
I I Kong again. 
I 
I I know many of you are probably interested in a lot of 
questions about China--I'll try to answer them, as many as I 
possibly .can; I did spend most of my time with the uni vers1 ties, 
and I spent a good deal of my time in the countryside talking 
with various what they call "Cadries" or government workers, 
some are members, some are not in various places. My interest 
'i 
I, 
' 
·-===#=======-=========·-== 
f"\ was mainly what they call mass education eyetems under the new I 
regime, but I dicl have the opportunity 
of lets say peasant life, and I did go 
.I 
to observe certA.in aspeo1lia 
!I 
., 
through e. few factories, :: 
and one mine near Hanyono;, a coal mine, and I visited well poe- ;i 
' 
1, aibly eight universities, one in Canton oa.lled National Sun Yat 'I 
I 
I 
I 
Sen University, some in Peking, among them was the Peoples' Unii! 
'! 
versity and also Peking University, and also a number of univer~ 
I! ,, 
sities in Shanghai. So that is about the quickest way I can 
summarize my trip, and I'll be very glad to answer any question 
about my trip. 
~estion: what are the differences between the two re- ., 
t; 
gimes of Chang Kai Shek and Mao Tee Tung? 
That is a very large question. Perhaps the be it way to i' i! 
I' 
do it would be to tell mv exe.ot impressions I had -.rhen I entere~ 
Canton from Hong Kong on the Colon Railroad. The border was prJ-
~~ 
bablv not a good place to get a true picture of the whole of 
China. I think all the tourists would nroba.blv get a r.rood im-
--·_.,......_,.. .. , ___ ,_ .. ,.., .• ""' •• , .... ,M..., .. ,....,..'"'.,.,.,...., __ ._" ...... """'"'-"'---"...-..---·- ,>'•'-'-';_;, •. , •• ·"-··~'''-,~· • .c. ••. ,.,.,,,·"-'-- ,__ ,,c ,,•, "'' -;.,.,,,.-.,;, .• ,•;_,~."'·"~..-,:~» "•' 
/ pression of. C~ina_ t_iE~.~!c~!._.~.E~--£2-:r:\!e_;-,,b~()!!Jl~!l .. ~l:le gW,~,rcj!'lt,,•tJl," :i 
!-!?.~-~-;-~.!!' .a'!'e qui t!l. ~ffi()_;ent_~",~~- to my surp:-_ise_ 9?i~e,, -~~~~~}.!- jJ 
I . il 
1 gent, and quite courteous. I don't mean to insult a people _by '! 
I 
.,, •" 00•<~ .......... >'-"-•' ---~. OH"••••«"'·-··""-"'"•'~""'·'"""'~#~'..,CL.-'~--"-'# ,·~· ~~'""- -...... -,.~,,._.......,,,,,,,,d\•,'"''"''"" ',f", '"· .,,.._, ~'"·-' ,_, •'·"''''"""-"" • '·-~C " < -''-' "t< ,,,. '••·«""'"'''~-" ~o,d 'i 
ii I!_O_~_E!'l~.il_lt~ni:g~I1t,_ ~~ J1C)rm~lly you wo111d nC)t expect. ~M~~ . 
I ;i 
pf!_C);p:te to be highly educated. 
''' ';,_w•< ~'--; ','' '' ,• • '• ' ,, ' 
And thi e was a surprise, llll.~-- a15 . i, 
i! 
I we11.t .. to .. C8JI~on~ .. I foll_~ __ tl1~ .. 1!~!!l~~l!- y~ry ()}!;!8.!1 '·· D1~~l_l ~l!.~e.!., ij 
:, 
II 
you know, much cleaner than I found in 1949-:rou do not see il 
. ,___ ,-. _ ·.''-7 '" '~""" ,,,. •• 1 "',<-c'> . ..;\W'-',··---.:·<•·ffr''''''''.,_· ·n •:_-.,.._,-.,--• ,_,,.,_,·:--.·~,.!-'f-''(''1 '•:!'\ «; • ·-~,-,_ .• ,_,_._ ' 4 · ··· , .•. - ·v•n•<'.."-)>-1 ,.,__--,• -~-·-·· •' .•: ._.,-. ·· ~-'''''"'_ .• .,..,~~_,,.;,.,-\L._. .. -''-> i 1 
I' ma~:V:.~!~H~i~:.~!. X~~..'!?_R?,,~ .!'.~!. ~ .... ~ot.o~.,.C't,'t1l, ~.~~~~:1.?.:~ .. ~,~~.Pis.!!~ 
,, 
., 
__._,,..~-"~·-"' ... " ...... '"~.__,..,_,,,,.,_,~~JL1!!ttt1£&JJ rrt 
54 
>i 
' 55 
which w~.~~ aometlli:~~ ~~:h~,:. d~_::~"~~~~ .. t~-~-~i~:.~:~_":.~.-~.:~_:~~~= 1 
1st days. There seems to be, as I saw it, enough food, not f 
___ _,,..w.,,,._,,,,~."'-<•'"'·'~•·•>··..lM"~'''·'""~·"'"''""···-M·-"~~,··-.'.r ..... ,., •.• ,..,.,,~,,-,,·u-... ,-:,~,.,.,_ '~-,:~<,'-<'.,,·.· .. ·· . .,~,,., "'''''"''''-"'~··"it 
cy dishes, but common, you know, rice, pork and beef for people ! 
------~.>0#-""'"'""-"'''"''""'"'"'·';..""'-,'~'"""-''''h>Jc0<~,<;,_)...,. .. ",-.... >',0~.·.•::>'>1•'< F.; o-"'A..'->',<~··~•'<1 c(-,.' . "' , '->'-•., , ,., ,,, • -, - _, •, , ,, >¥"'<''~''-" ;•o ,'<. -',,,.,.,.,,.,(. ,•;.~~doi\C,,;~>,i,~:\(lj,>.,_,,".,•>.' 
to buy. .And these were f!:Ood impreseions you see--while the 
,.,,_c>.,•.:,_•,,,,-f•'A~oi~-. ,. · ';· .. •; ···--·\''"~""'·•~:oVi<r-:"0.'·"'"'•; .. ·, '· ·.,. c>·,,r-,-_•,,.,.,.._,~->:''"'''' :-•'>''-" -'. ', .. , _,,·_, •• · ,;. ·., .. ,, ( -(·-<.':,,, . ·\ o. 1v!.\;~':"ll>IJU,\~>-.i-1r,;)~l'- · 
ple }~!! .. ~?.~ ~.r.!.l!~.~~ 1?~?."'.!!:1..11_ .~!.rqg do not ~e~ .thoe! .:r?~?J?,1.! .. 
in rags. The oonstructions are going up here nnd there--these 
not nearly as happy as they were. I was in and out of China 
.. ,•.,Ci•~'-'·"-"""-""'~""'~.,_,..,_.,~...,_~,..~-'"u'",__ ....... ,.,..,_ .... _.,.._...\>~$_.,._.,;,-.;..»-"""•'"~''->•'''"; .~, -~) .... ,. " ,, .,;. •'· .. •'.~"-·'·"'''"'•"'- •·'·'-'"'"-"'"' ·•"'---'"""'"--'"'""'~''' 
' 
about eight times, including this past trip, and I lived in ! 
., -.•;••-,,_.,,.,, • ...,,.,.,_.,~.,,~-tiO;.""'"'"')o,;(c"'I~...,."""""~....-... ;M.,..-,,,........_~.----~'»"''"'·••"'"''"'-'·""''""'"·-'-"'•·•''-'-O'•CY,_-co, -··•'>:•'"•"·"''"'\" o-• "-·''"" _,_,,;~ ... "'""'"ii<'<<"""'w••·•··• 
China for many years. I always had the feeli!},!L,tba.t .•. tJle.~-
. • ,,,,~,, . ._;,,.,n'*~"''"~"'"" '"'"''••·"••-"'"·'"'~,___, __ ""''~'"""-'·'·"'-""'",.,._,·..,....,.....,_,.,....._~...,""-·""""""-...~'*'~"'"'"''-"""""v-"" ... "''"''-"'"'"'"""'""' 
ese are a happy go lucky people, they have their way of being 
-."-"'"~-"'''•.;·-~·--;"""-"''-""'"'""-•'•"'"""'""'""""'~ ...... ""'._~.-~ .... -..,.-.-~~"'''-""·~ ... ,-., ~.,.···~·.-~ ............. _.,._."--''~·-·-~·'''""''"·'"'-''" ~._. ... , ... , ... "''"'~"""'~----....... ..,"'~·· 
ti 
i! 
il 
hf1J?JZ:Y,: .. evell . under ~:tl~,, ~~.!,~.--~~!!.!~!:, .. ~.~!"~~-~ ~~!!:~: .... ~.?.~~~~.!:!".~}:~~~.~ .. ~, 
•I 
&()me thing you cannot put 7.our finger on, you he.ve to feel 1 t. ;: 
'- ,' -·'' '.- ··•f•'" , .. ,. , ·A-.'., ... ,, •• • .... ".,, ~'''""''""'·"'--"''"-'"'""'''""'-·"''"'""'""""";~-"''""·"""'->''' -''""''--•"~~·-- , .... ,,, •">•···''"' _ ... ,,,,,.,.,,_-.-,r.c.,_•,,,_l., ,;..0,. ,.,,,..,,.""'""'''-"""""...;.' • "'"'.-' i, 
'I 
All the way from South to North, all the way from li:ast Shanghai ii 
~··,.·,;;,, .;~~;:,;.;-.:.:>.'<l:,;;'!q~;,..-,,\><.if.-.wt,\(<¢;"A-,,<t'"'•~-"'<-"',.-:'4"'·'''-<""-'-'-'-"' ~.-.-.;;i•.'< ~·;,~ <,;"i;;' i-J">•''';.;,,· .. 'jr._:,. __ , '>·, ,·, • • • -.,;;,,, '' ,,,,,,• _'•-'- ' <,;., • .' '""A~·~_,,,;,.·' ~ i 
q 
to Chungking in the west, I cannot honestly say th.at I h11.ve 1 
.... ,,~~-'""'""'"'~.-.... "._;,· ..... ~--,,, .. , .. ,.;.-,,;~~~--":.~.e;. ... ....-...... '.i.'""'~--~~~~w:""""''"'',.., .. "" ........ ,,.,-.... ,; .. .-,. .... ,, .. ,,~,~ ... .,., ...... ~-..,, .... ,....,...,.;"-'/,...,.'_"'...,_''"' :I 
be a restrained kind of atmosphere--they wouldn't talk to. me 
~,.-, ........... /.-<~"'---<.A!l""'~--'~ ...... ~ ...... ...,_,_-~,-...-,-,.-"-"'"""'"'--''~•·--_A>li~''"",...__~;.,_,._.,,.,..,.""'-"''M~'•':'<-1-"o<·"''·<'"'·1·;o<,'<CM-.,.'"""'""~'"''~..-... ~O.#~.,.._,,,,,..., __ ...,L,.;."' .. '<"-•"~ 
very freely--at one time, several times that is, when people 
,,.,-~------·>'r"'"''-<'·-~""'"'-'·:·.'>"'·''.'\-"'~;:• . .,J;i'i<"";'"·'l<'>•~_,,.._,,.,..;,...,;-·!:¥~"".!"~"':'·.'~~'>-'0'•';.·.,<:i->••';,, '' ~. -, ·, .... ·C.'.\··,, ,·,. ';-·. __ ,._ .. ' ·\·· •· -' 
r.~E!..~':d.!,~~~-Z!~-·~i.d ~~<?.! .. ,1~.~!., .. !~"!~,~"!!, .. 9!'!!!.'.l~.~,~l,,.~d 
one time I even tried to pretend so I could get more out of 
• • '-···,_ '"':',--";1;'''< ~. '-""!< ""' '.:t;-,;""''·".,.,."""•'"-"-'"·""""''·W,.,.,,;-;.;,~,,.,;,.,.f'<•l·-4fl?..;;(-'"',...,,,~· ,,~....,,.__,,~-,;,,,._,<!-';.;;.eo'"'",.,,; ~.;;w.-J"-•'·"· ,.,._,,,.--""'' ''-"f' ''""'- •~ "'' ·'" ,;_;,_;;.-.>~.>;~·ll:i ~f.'..i ,. : ' 
!i 
'i 
'! 
!i 
!J 
them, I just pretended I 11'11.11 a native of Vs.noomrer who hs.d n .. v,.,-. 
,·,"·' :~'"''""-""'-'"''"""'""'""""""'""""'"'"'"""--~'""'-'"'"..,_.,__~-----">""""'""-';oil>l"''""""'"·,-''·'"'._.<-·~·-•).o"'''"'.,~c~'<." "''" ,.,,-,. ,,., +• •,.• .N~,,- ·•;. ,, .. , ... · -~·,....,, m1,_,,_,....,~_,.~'""-~i•,..'p,.,., . .-c ! 
been to China, who couldn't understand Chinese, and when people! 
..... ~ .,,,..,.., ""·"'·"~·.:·-.·•·: .. <r•;;.·.; ,-•. ..,·,,c_.,,, ... ~.,. ., .. ·, .• _,, :·"'' ,_,., ;.~'"'·"'·-~·'-'" .;,. --·.-·.•-··• .. ,_,, .. ~_>~C-.tv~,,,.,~ •''· ,.,.-.• ·-.--· ·.. -• -.- : ·.- ·--~ :'· ,.. .... ·: -.- • -·. ···-· • .. -.- ,, •. _ '' -~,, ~-·-- -:>",.,,,~,.,.,.., i 
~_!!K~!Lt~L'!.!!Q!L~~!j..L! ..• 1!~~-·2-~lr.,~£~~~~g,1.,!.~!.-.~It,~ .. ,.~?~ C,h_~~-=!~.~~.,:. II 
"t~~,~JlUU:!,~.~~ ... 't~}~:~ ... E.~9g},e be.~.!tl~: ... ~.O,.J?O,\l:r }· .• ~.i;t_t le ... bit ~o,;: ,o,u t, 
on that Chinese themselves 
S~J~~.~~!?.~~J~!-0.5.r.~~~'-· !tlld, I .!:.!':~. i,mp:ess~d with a numbe.r o! .t~~llfi~.' ,,; 
for instance, the big bridge, oh a huge one, in Wuhan--this was 
~--· ,,._,_,_.,"'"'"·"-""'"'""'~-·-···-<'-"•-.>" -'~ .......... , .....• , ... .,~ ••. ,.·,,-. •"'"i'·"-•'•'"·-~---- ' ----~-- -~,~- ' - .. ,., ."--·"·"·'"'''· '"f'·•; ', '• i; 
something that Chaing Kai Shek threatened to do for many years, ·, 
••~~~:~--"•~-"~,._.,,.,.,_,.,_~,"-'"""''"·"'"~"-'""- .... "'""'"''"·'"•'·~·" ~->•·.-~---~~--~· '•'"'"~ ..... , ··-·.• ----•-·"- ·>'• "'·"' "' • •· •·•·•· • · ·'·' ·'<• "-' '" ,,_,.. •-····•w""',... .. ""'~-"">"~; . .,h·~· 
and he n~ver did accomplish this, this was done. On the other :: 
___ ...,..__...,.,.,1"'"" •. '~-~-""''"'-'''""-''""'~ '"·"'·"-•-«·A_,._,., ,,,,._~·,,-.-·,;: "'"'""'~""-"'.,...,~c-<J""'...,""-"c'v-'~-~"u'-~""' _.,-.,--~.-"'"'-.''-":~~·;.,~•-).," - ~..,....,, i: 
" 1· lll!;nQ.="~t'U. ... XQlt-!!~!."92!.J.n~~"~·~'!! .. ,~~~.e, ..... ~.~.· J:~.A,l,~;: £~1n.e~ .. !~~,.·····Yo~ .... ~ 
-~.~~;,U. ~.l_lE!~~ :po~<'!I.R~O.:P~~.,,!'~o 1f()7".~e.d d1w and nt~ht, but they_ 
. ' - -. - -_ . •· -·-··-~--"·' ., .. -_.,,_", _., .... 
" 
got ·-·~-!.~9-k .1~?2.P~~~:.""'!_";,c;J.~r,7H.y_~~d Ilot. ·~~·~e .. ~~? ~?,mpl~·~·~?l'l: .. ?f ., 
this bridge, there were still little thin~s to be done around 
the bridge--you see armies of people over there workin~ after 
'"-·"·"""""· ... ,.·.-,.,.~,~-,.,.,,.,_,..,,_..,.,..,_ • '···•. ~-,;;,·,,.",__., -;,_ • .- .. _.,._,1~·,,-:•.-:;.·v.-.y,_ .. _,, .• ,,. '..l--···< ,,_. ~-1.• .• , , ,, ,, .... ,.:,~\ <•·- , ,:·-·e ,,_,.;.......,.,.-,,.:,,...,,~-.;_,,.,,, •. ~.-...,.,_._~..._~-•"·'"""'~-
9 o 1 o 1 ock -~~ ... !E.!...~.!~t.t.. .. ~~-~1!!~ .. t l,!E!:( .!~I1 ~ed .. ~o !tei.~~ ,.}'~JL !\9~~­
thing what _!,!l~.L£.!!:U.E!~"{!:~!):,v.-·.!.~~~ w~s some kind ?f p:ri~E!}.MY ;, 
;: 
Now were there many happy? According to the Commun~ 
---~~-OM~ ;co•,_.,,._..A.., .. ~~"'•"-"•>-.c.-'~•'· , . .,,.,,,, ..... ~·-_. ,•·· ,; •.. , _,--;.,~,.,_,, .. -;·. :<:·!·'"'•:-, .. ;· ,. 
had to get. 
~~.!!f!Z_!!E.t..,.~E!.~.l .... !.~~th~~!;~.~ ~ ic.:--t he'[ ... , f())lgA~ ... ~ q;r, .. ,u.~ ,,,1 
But when you look at_ thei:r faces, perhaps it was a gloomy light ·• 
.,...._,.~._,.,,_,_,.,,.,,,_,.,..,,~,"'""""~..,.--,' ·'·'·-' •--0«.;..H-.;,--v ~~V'«cr,-~c;•."·•o--'<•,,.c,', .·.•,<, ,, ,,o,,,'"-' .-._.,,,., ,,,·-,_ ., ., ·-· ~'!- .,,_.,.,.·-~c.;·,·,..,,-_..,~)'>.·~ ,' 
I! 
.• 
:i ~ueetion: Hitler was supposed to have gotten control of 
:i 
the youth of the country, and th:l:s was one of the factors in hi~ 
' 
fe.vor. Do you feel that the Communists in China have the same :! 
control throu~h their school system? 
" I think so, and very definitely so. I lef't the country;: 
•~I 't /;11\)~;: ~S~~-"""'-...-'~;1,>.:,;.~-··:..,.;r . .;,_,...,-)C;o>k'>;·-):t.-~.,:.-, -·····---' ·•/·-<--." ·,-, ... _,,_. -·~.-.-;.,..._~,."".~"c . ....;"'''""""·;..·.~,.-~"""'''·:At~:..:....'"W'>"'"-"-t:;.~\l'~ :! 
in 1 58 with the very firm impreaeion th~~ this is probably the II 
~ ~.., ....... ~-·--'""'-."~~cvr_.,...,,..,.""~--"''''""~"'""'"'···-'~,:,~..,,,.£,,,,, ..... -,~ .. ,_,..,, ••. · .• · -. -~-:c-. -- ·· "--. ·-" >--:~-"'"-· ,, -·/·t·'~-,_:. ,1 
,, 
only regime in the entire history of China that can exero1se al~ 
-~;....,....,..._.,~ ..... )<-"'-""'"'>~..'-""" _,_~.;v,,,_.,. .",.;-:••._..,.,.,~, "'" ,,;,_.;.•! •·>·---~'"""''·""'"' <-·:,,-y_._<c.,.r:·-s··~"-f"-"~"'.''''' "'":< ·' · ·•.,, :£·>~.; ~''':'. J: 
most complete control over the youth. In the universities you I 
<:~~;<,_\,.-,......,. .. ,,,- .• ·.,·"-~t:"'''""'-·.:..,,r."*·"''··•"~"""'~.;"......,.~·~"''''"'-~·""''~~ ... -....,.~,.·.,,.., .... , • ..: ....... ,...."'"",.,_~ .... - ..... --.,, . ..._..,,.~~"'·"'" .. "·"""'""..,.~-· . 
57 !l ==='it==============,~=-=~===~~='=,--=--===#=== ,, 
notice many things; one for instance in the Peking University, ,' 
···-.,-•·~···-·••··--"'-"'"·'"""''"'"'"' •., .,,,,,-,,~~--~··'-•''"''"' ·•-- , .. , """ •-·~--... ,,,. • •·•· "•'•~·••· 
these posters, big lettered papers--you see just lines of these li 
'--- ---~--¥ ........ ~ ......... ....,..~=--_., .. ,_,.,...,, ... ......., ......... ~,, ~"""-~-~ .-.-....... ., ... _,,..,.,. .... ~,."-·"·J~--·"· ~-,.,~ .• ·--~---_,-,. ..... "''"·"~~· . ~- ""'"'''"-~""'"'''~""--""-·'"·'•"- -~--,.~ ......... ,....,,.,,_,. . ! • 
posters on the wall, just like our wash, just hanging over ther~l· 
,-,, 0 0 ,- 0 0 0 0 ' ' : 0 0 0 • "'•'-' 0 ,_,,,,., ''•"' O,•'i'o','••''"' ·""" ... ,._..,,,. ''',, '•' ,',• ..... , J.v~-~-.- .. - 0 '"0L0 '•" ,, 0°• ,'·, OoO ,0,, o <'h'W oT 00 ',• '"-' "'-•'"''" .. ',,- ,,, ,, ... ,-"·"·"''"""''"''' ..... :----~ ~ 
students accusing the professors--! remember one for insttmce '1 
- •• -,_!• - -;..,.-_...,._ •.•. --.. ii 
o;f :tP,,I!Jpry,,_I_,t:e.member this because I'm inter1 
. ''"·"'-- '•. - . , ... ~-··,.-,.-~_-:,.,.,. !I 
about a profes~o:r 
sated in history, it said you have been a good professor, we 
have been your students for t~ semesters, you are very syste- !I 
_,. ., _ _...,.,.,~,.__.__.~......,_..~,.~..,-.-....,~··-·'"..-,.'"""--""-~w._._,_..,.,.,"--"""'"""'"·'~"•""-'•~·"'~"''"'''"'"'"'"" ''""-~ -•' "'·' """·"-'''·''''-'•~-·,;.-)<1.,,.,-:;,t;-·.,,..,__,.,~;.,,;,;;,,.•··;,c-.' II 
. ii 
matic in vour presentation, and vou are articulate in your leo- ii 
• •• ~· ~ v>~> ~'-''- • , • ._•-.o ~-''-'• -• ~A·t,-. .. ,......_,,_,-~£""'"'...,;-.:..,..,;J><<V<i•,_~.,,_~,._,;,J_Mol;-._~~---"'" ><->~···~t'<.-;(.,.."""""""",.,..,.' ,.,.~._·,..:~---<"'-"'""'"''~<>M~'~"-'»"'.,..'<•~•- ! : 
tures, and you always give good examples to illustrate the cer-q 
__. .... .,.,,. __ ,. __ , ___ ,,.,,"""'••'<"•'/•'-•·-"''''••••"·'""'·-"----''-'·•-··-·' .,,,_ ... _. __ ,_, _________ ,_, ··-· '{•---·-· .... ",'•-· _,,,. ·' ,,.- .. _. •"·'·····-··-··:·-' ! 
tain trends in history. When you talked about Napoleon, you 
. ___ -~~·•-.•-~--~~•-.-•---~--·- "'-••"••H.-...._~.,~~·•~"''""'"""'""''~,.,...;.-~#""-"''.,.,.'•~'' ,,·, .... .,_.,, __ ,.,.- ,,.,..,_,._,,.<,.,, ,..,_.,_ .. ~.__,. '' -~~--'""''~""-"-'n"""'' _,....._,..,.,,_,,_,..-,;',,..,...,_,~, 
were so good as to give us a very vivid picture of Napoleon--
.-,_,,,,,,-;..,.,, •'• '·•·'-' ''"••<.~,.... __ .,.,·~·• .>~''•' ,•""- .,.;,,;.· . ..,. .. ,,.,.,.,,, ·.-.~!"""""·"""-'~:V· .. 't','•<·.'•-.""' "•·"•~·\ «9 ,- oo' •'·' , e' '0,' ' -,;•,-',.*''·" ""''•""','•,.-
Y_O.~-.~~,!L~~."!.l;t~t ... .i.~.~JS.,~~~.~~!t,,._!Uld .~11 .~in~s of ~okes .... a?<;>,llJ: 
Napoleon. But when you come to the part of the process of his-:· 
J • '.•~·•'"" '-' • '"' ',', '-"''n.C,.-,~., _.- • 00• "'• ;.,_ ~•.- .. ,_ ._,•.Q_._,;_.,.,- • .V•-"''; "" ,..,_, .;.' '~'--:..,"'""""'""''''"'"'-"•i~· '-'~""-"""~•· """"' '"•-" ~; •' ,-_.,_.._ ... ,,-. .__,,_,~ ""'''"-"·> •« ,-- -•~''"'"''--""'"''"'""''-'"'''- ; 
' torical socialism, and the progress of New China, this was done :• 
• ._ .. ._.--· .. ' ... ,,,,. ~., . .,--,,J...,•--.. ,..~.v_._,_..,...__ . ...,._,.,...............,.._._.._., ......... ..,...,_~.....,,= .. •·'--~'"""'"'"•" .,,--•/~----~--·• • "~----•- , , • ,.,.c.•,,;o, -, .. ,.,.:.,.,.,,,__~,,_,.,.,._ r; 
' in a stroke, no illustrations, according entirely to the lectur~s 
'''''·' , "")',d.!',.''"·' "'.\'·'· .. , "'-"''' .. _,,,._ .. ,,.,., .• ,•·-<.>(0:--,. •:~.,:.:- ... , ..... "'""'' ' ' 'o•'<.-''·•'~~-Y·. ''''1:'~.•.-,v•,'·~-" ,,,.-,.~>-" '' 
that you had, Are we to assume sir, they are still polite to 
-··~--· . .-.... .;,"'"'·""'"'-'•''""''"''"'"'·" li 
j: 
'i i, 
time on a reactionary figure such as Napoleon and dismiss such i,'l 
~·-··'""'"''~"'_,.,.,.,.,,,._.,,,_,_,.,.,,,._,____...,......,._._,.,.,~"-·-'•'""" ... ''"''""C-'"-"--1•~'>-·'""'"-..... --•"'"~>',<• ..... ,_ ~'' '>>~'"' --"'":'•''\ _,-'' <' •' 0" 0 ,,- ,., <' •) '·~·< ,,_,,~;·< <c' <-'•':F-" >'<' \ 
li 
a p;~e~t p,rogress_of ": ~r_e,at_nat1~J1.in just a few se:r:_;;e,nce.s.. 11 
,, 
Plea.se reply~ Thh i_s ~.!~.l?.~t:.,':,t~~n ,of the kind of t~~~ffJO? J 
get--you get thousands of them, But they se.id they had aoti v- i 
.... -... ~ --~·'" ·•'-'--~ ~.,.,,.,, .... ~·--·--~ '.• .. ---~--~----"'-------~- , .• ..,_........., ,, ~ .. _..., __ ..... , - . , __ ., ,_-,' r>,'•>C."-~·f","'' il 
' ists, which they called 1gigivuns," and we cultiv~tte them--I 'i 
,_,_.,~.---------~ .. --_.,.,_,,,_,.~ ..... ..--.,.,-"'-_.'-.,_,..,.___.""'""'"" ~•'•·4'~•·~ :';", ---~"''"- '"'v- • • ~-•.,~..,~·~ •-''-"~'''""0.~· •o:-"<'•h->"-''"""'"'"'~'«.!o-<'.....,.,.~~1»"' ii 
thiJ1~.~~-~~ ~,er.~~~.~ probabl!_ (l~l~ them stoog-es. You s":~.• .~~1!!~::-JI 
body, ~~?~.t~~ }e. ad, and the 1f}lole nation, or in th,i.s _i,R!1!~~n9!! ii 
.th!,..J!h9l,E! Y.l\tY.e):'"J:t;y r_E!I3PO.D:<:i\'t!t. I'-ll e.l.o.ng: t pe .s.e.:r!le. 11n.e .•. ,. !l+!.~~ll 
would call strict control of the nation. 
I 
And if vou will reoe.l 
58 
I recall a popular saying in China--soldiers are called "chopar~!" 
~.,,...., .. ~~;,o-·o.,_.,,,, .. "''-' ••''·''"''""'"·•;-'"<i/,•.;0 .. .;o >..•.-, :e., ~- ,,. •,, · ;.p,{'.-,<:>..-h-<uO..:..-,..,_.,._.,,_,.o,,,,,,~~'-'• 
a pretty bad saying, they are rude, fii!d without any reason, and 1: 
they called the students something which is worse than that whi~h 
they called. the soldiers, Now even these people are under this i 
""';,-"'w··-~--~-· ~<y>"· 1,-:o· '• .. t;;:'!:! -:"<-1'1'"<:0;,': r:' ,.,., •'-~''""'';':-~~.~,;W""""P~'~-~ "'"'~!':'-1>,'.:,!'~<,;.;·?•'-~~~i:"ie-•~<: f. •;'r, ., ,. .. ·.• -~---· ~-. ,< .• r:-•··' '/· '· ''J."':£/-.;;);•1' ~;· · ·t.~oo; .•-~ ~:1 _---!•'. '.<. '"J..::-••f!(-:,4-f•~~-~-''/ ":"~-;(; w·-""' 
kind of strong control. On the other hand, I was with a group ;: 
in Shanghai, but they did not realize that I understood Chinese,: 
~;:~~-'!':":'"',_!':<-<l~,.,., • .,_~.•':l"''"'·'.· .. , ,·,-. ·.-:..- ;;- ~ .:·.; -!.'.:'~ ~.-;:"'-:;:';"•I~.i-i '_•< ;c.-;·_,':{.>;,-;,_;, ·,· '" • .. :·~_..- •.:.,-·:·.t~,,:M<• ·.·f.'.,..,:';·~-~i•"<-~;:t;.J!.,,\I\}i;_..»f.,.,o-,.ciJ;;;.'<4-'•},•;;_,;,_.0~-~c ., 
very well, and I must say that I know Chinese better than I do ii 
• -,~~~~.""""'""''~"-'""''"'·~·'""'-~''A'~''""'-.•;>,•-;-.. >•. ''' • ·•-·,-:' '' •" ·- <•·;" .,- c-;~, :·!");,'-'(<'; \"'+-~':· > ·".·• ,·, ;', --~·.0 ;"· ·i· '•'-.> • .-; ''•• '<< ·, • ., .•· • :: 
Englisl:l. I overheard a great deal, not just political thin~~;s, '' 
but all kinde--this was about S o 1clook, and this group of boysl' 
•• - '•' ." '· >4 --· .. -. ·-'--~..;.,,.~-~"""",$"'=..--~~, ... ~1- ;,,_.,_ > "• ' •.• - .·--''"""·.<~'-" ·-~"-... "·"'-'.;.;.······...<:::.......-·,.,..,..,, ... ,.,.,.; •• , ... _,.,, ,,...-._·: !i 
,, 
was engaged in some kind of labor production activity after cla•-
·---,-~---~··_,.·"~~-~--,.. ;".-.·.·.;.,.,.f".\>.~,..----,··-' . ·.'-c-i· ·• .... ·-~ 
,, 
aes~ •. ~~~- .~his fellow, abo.ll;~ !.?, .. ~~ .. 18, .~~ung ki~~ WI\B as~ing an-i' 
!! 
other one 11' they could get a particular assignment done that i! 
_..,.....,, . ..,._~""'"·""'.-.~~, .. y_.- .. " ·-»·_,. .. · -,..,,.,-.... ·,. • .< ;-. ·' ·- : _, r,,-,,,; ;,·<>;<::·."''""~~,--,(,. •,,, •. ~:.•_' .- • . • • . , ···• ._, .• '""-":'·•et{~~-··"«'-'"'" « ') 
day, the other replied that they couldn't do it, and he made a 
1
, 
..,. ... .,...c,-.~,.,..., .. ~"'"'"':" ·--c-- · _,._._..,. .... , .. ·-·· ., .... -.•-<- •".·'"--- .••·-- -.--. .-.,_,.,. ···---~~·!:-->'H"""'~'''"'''' >.· ,-•• ~.,.,--r-•, ~ 1':·> __ , __ · ,,.-, , .. :, ,.,_, -'\>: ·"·'·-~!.- c,. ,. .-, . -.... -. .,..-, .... -· .. ; .. -->-
and dirty and was of a nature that only a person of extreme hatt 
.--·--•~_._..,..,..,..~,~,..,..,--..~¥'"''.-'~'·' ~,-•.• ~,..,~ '• • -,, .. ,_. ~'· -.. _ ..-,·,, ',"-' ·~· • ., -.·-- ,.• ~·-~·~ < ,,, - •-.. ,,, • , - • •- • -' • o·:• , • ><.···' ,. ', '-'" ,.. -"" ... ,__, '' "'"''"'~-\--...,.·.••~·.>--.....•> ............ -'"'-
p 
red WO~l!:L.~-~-~Lt~l'!,,~ !1M Clr .. ~x,?l'ession, and only.~. person ~hO i' 
understa.nds Chinese can detect 1 t, There is th!l.t eurpressed 
___..,..,.,.,.,.,..,...,, • ..,.,"""'"',_,-,..,._.~ -""·"'~""-''"4_,_.,, . ._.,~"'·· .,, • · _,_._ · ,;;-r"." ''-'---'" --,· .. ~. ,~- ,..,,., .. ~ '-" • -,·,, ..,_, :. 
feeling. _....,;;.~-
Question: are they actually teaching what they feel 
themselves? 
!= 
'i 
!i 
Yes and no. I suppose you know that in anv Communist 
·--......... ........ ,_~;-. '{_.>~· . .-·.--••• -.·-·· _ .• ,.-... ;! 
country there is only one truth, that is Marxism, Leninism, andi! 
-""'~"',......._.,.,,...,.,,,.,,,,,._,,~~·'•'"''' --•, •'"••'<' '•'"',•,•h •' •< •'•·-·~.-,,~,•>j-:··-.-'-•> • ~··-·" •-'"•'"'•~" ---·-•, ,v-.,-,., . ..,,_,_, ~~ 
in Chin~y~ ad2 Maoism. 
~ingLJ-~~"-!?...!:!:!L!!:~~--:-~~?!~.:'!.?~--~.~~~ .. ~:.~-~~~'O..:~.:.· ....... ~:th 
that in mind you would naturally suspect the teaching of the li ii 
,, 
" i 
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!i 
'! ,,
!I 
sort of thi)lg. I did not attend any lectures by any scientists•· 
~-..,._.,.' ._.,,,."''"'.,."''~"'''-'!,~'"·"·• ···'·''.''''- '.--l- •. -.,-,,\.'•, ·'~'T>'•-" '"··• ·;~·-.. ·>: ·'·' .-·-.-~-,,,,_<; "h'-,P:-..:..,...·\-,>.:": :.···;.·, •.•• -' A·-··--: •-_',,.·.~-;-,•<·.·•·"~'"''~-•-: -.:~<··· ··--: •· -, •. _c_ '.-•:r•"•.'-~ "."•, :·~•,. ~ 
I did attend lectures by professors, and for no reason at all < 
"·_, ' --·· -;- _,_;·_;_-_.,:.,.-:;·"'·''J..,;.·~·>,;;•', ~.-. ..:~,--... • <·.-.-~.-... _-.-.,· ':-:· :.-... ~_.,_,,.,p.-4 --·"'·O."'f..B""'-"'.-<~~:.-,;:"<~'1' . .,._,,..,._ •. , - .... 3,·.-·--~---·.-, ... - . --.-.: •.r.: . . ; ,._.-_'(,,,, .. (,.:""·,).'i>~</:· '•''-t.~,;~._. ·,.,;,-,;..> .•.. ,. i. ! i 
~ed~J.....2Q.!!!'-I!!!_JJ.L§.9?D,~~I!!.!o !!..J.~"~~sl ..• t~~.! .. 9.9H!!~.!.J!L~l?R,W!> 
e9qnQ!",!~~. ;s ... ll:t>?u t. !D?A!'f .!'-~~. b~~.~~ .. L ~~.I ... !i.?.~.' .~~ l!:.IJ.()}L.~Y:;!:Jtl~g :' 
about it myself, but this was a section that normally had very i; 
-" ,_,, .. , ·~~,<·,.,~.-..•. ,,_,.,!~'- '-'~'' .,._,, ,,_,_ • .,.,,,~_., , ...... ,.,.,._ •". -... ~<»<•"•"'-'""' _•_;,,, .. t<-- _._,.,.~.,~"-'·~-·~--~ -"<'ih-.>."'f"'-.-.. -.... :;::.:,~;:- "''•.' '"'''''<"·'',·'•3/,,: . .,-, •• ,.,_o;.·.- •''·['-"' ., '.•·' ,, ""' .. .-• ..;,;,;: • ....,.,!, ··'""''"'' '""'~''""' i; 
ii little to do with political doctrines. I heard nine or ten ref~ 
...._._,.,.....,.._.., ... _... ...... ..,,..-..,.~------~""'..-""''l'<IJ'-;,•.,, ... ,,,..,._,,...,,,,._. __ ,_.~.-;,.~·.-,o~·'"·"'~"""""'!.•'-""•~)-'"'"·•'-'.•f,,,,_,N,;~,y,.,.,~, I 
I 
erenoes made to po~i t~o13.1 mat~!~~ .. i~Ju~~ .13. ~.~~:! .. !~~~~ ... ~?..~~: ... !:!L 
causes, or to gild the cause to Kao Tse Tung. I would not ex-
• -----~--"'·-·· •. ,.-., 1·•·'-· -.... ~ -.,. ,. ,. ~-...... , ,_-,;,.,.,_~, . ..,_,_~..,~ ~;,,. "''···'~•"-""'·""':.;-; • ..,._,_ -~· •. ,,,.,.,,..,_-;: ,_,_ ,,, ., .. _ " ,.;..c-_. 1_,,,.'""···"'~''-'"'""'""""'-... ···~ .. _,..,_,...,..,,.,..~,.,.....,._,,,..,,,,,.,_-
pect.~.£ftJ!.!.OJ!.!.!'!?:t:s i.Jl, .~~.~~- J!?, ~l!~oh a ~l.asl! .. ~ll. .. ~~.~t. ~!'-!l:Il.~l:".1 
and to quote Chang Kai Shek or even Confuses in such a high 
..,.. __ ,..,. • ...,...... __ .,.,..,.~.,"'~"'" ,~,'""-"~"-'---'-'<""'.,."'-'·"'~"''·-"~~ - ., . .,.,, .. --!:Or"f ;e<.·-,;,. •.<>>·""'·'·'' •. ,. 
frequenw. I 
,; 
il Question: did you have any personal contact w1 th them? ., 
'i Were they such that they would express their differences of bel~ef? 
'I 
Oh yes. •I I talked rather on intimate terms with somethi~ 
' 
like 30 or 35 professors, including two I knew before the war. · 
II 
What surprised me wss thst one I knew before the war, one I wen~ 
" to school w1 th, I was expecting a frank sta.tement from this fel-t! 
I 
low wbo was inviting me to his house with no other guests, I wa~ 
w1 th a group of other Canadian professors and Englishmen, but I l1 
I 
was invited alone, no interpreters or anything, So I thought I 
that here was s chance to get a true picture from my colleague. : 
I 
I got the worst ki.!~!~ .. P.t.-!!.!.Qrr ... ~--1!!t_L~.<:' .. ~~-~!-.!.!:?!?_.~_I!!:..--~-!',hiE,g I 
II I, 
I' 
I 
====!!==============,===---=~-='" --
" 
but glorious praise of the regime, And he attacked me for bei~ 
~-• .....,,...,_.,.~,...-"'""''"'"'""'':~"-·-:--·"''· ~,--.,,,- ·~·.• ,_~, ··;..! ,,·c~ ,.,_ ... , .. ,-.. ~.-- \;-,_,, . .,.,,_,._, ___ .-:-~'''''•"'': .. -.-~.··,.,-;., -,,.,_;· > • --.· -.,:- .. ,_,. ___ ._,,,.,.,,_,. '''-'~"'·t::(!:..·.;.;.:~~;~;,;;;;......,m;..<;;-.,;.~-
a~~-~:~~-~--=-c:.~.~:::~ ~ •. .?_1~ r:~ colo7-.:!:.~ . .,-~~~~~-~~_!!,~~~!_~~~t :' 
being a Canadian; vou are a Chinese, and you know once a Chines• 
·---""'' .. ""'~•·'1<..,..,,._.,,,,,__.,,,. • ._~-.,..1,,.,,,.._,,,"''•·"•''',>'•"~1'<'-'¥'•.';.·,.' ··~"""'"!<·!· • ;• "- ·: _, 1<"M••-;h~·N"" .... ~.,. , . ..,_ .. , . .., ---~~-~0- '' .::0 ,,_,-. -~,_,.,._.,·'·-'~--·~.,y.· f<~.,.,\,.._ ,._,",,~; J";!i-W'"1t,',·<t!~~"'* 
no matter where you are you are always a Chinese; you should :! 
come back to China--what are vou doing over there--here we can 
--'"'",,_,.,_,_.,,"{•<O'">'J'.'0,0!·•~'»<<-•;-•-,••'',;7,-'""-~ >'•!:' •', ~_.",',•''•0'', "·" ,.,,,.;;-~"---·· ·--·' ;.~..::,:.,-.; "·,·:·'-~~e'·'''l ;:, .. ·>.- •,'. <' '• ~,_··,•: ,,;> ;,.,,-y_3·i,N•,<J,;•r.>f""--,1,",:._._ ..... ~~ i• 
give you this and that, and when I· protested I said look, I h~v· 
.,.,.~,.,,_.,.,_..,.,..,.""'->~J<.i$<,..~- ,·, "-'•""''-' .,,, ·'"""'"""'·<1'."-i":r',_.,.,,,.,.,-,:.-..,..• "•'1·1,·.-,,.~,,,.,"' 'c •"'.·.~· <.. .0<~·~:-,-:.~:.,,.,_~----· <" ·, .,, -.,~ ·.-> .c·. v.•; .;,_ -~~,,·.~;· ~--!"h''·"'~i,, .. c.;\L•,;- """'~~~).'\-~;;N.o,c;·!,~.""' r ~ 
to be brainwashed to do this, and are you prepared to do so, oh 
~------ _,,_...,._~.,...,_...._...,,,:;w,,~·•'"_...,....,,~, "''-""J'·~~.,_,.""'""'"""''....,..,.'~'~'"'"" ~-~--'-""'_.~ ... -,.-~- --' ::.~....,,,,-",,,_,._,,':f~:···'''-'"··· .•·,c-~~,.·~;,-·<c~.:-:"~·''""·~*-l:\'0."<>.'t:'Ytl-
he gave a long speal about how much I was wanted and so on • 
.. '"<' .... - ' • • '' •• ' • ., -"'"-·· ' : ,, •••• -~-·- ~::,,-_., ... ,.' "' ·' ,. ·-··. 
And I was greatly disappointed, because this came from a man I 
On the other hand I ran into a professor of anthropolo~, 
' 
it's entirely archeology over there, a very cold fellow and whe~ 
. 
I was introduced to him in the Viae-president's office, when th~ 
' ,, 
i 
vice-president introduced me to him he spoke to me in broken En~ 
' it 
glish, very unfriendly, and then to my surprise he was sitting 
right beside me at a reception and I started a conversation witi i: 
him, and I don't know what you students think of a Communist, 
but this fellow looked like one to me, you know, long hair, jus~ 
!' 
like a regular Communist, ~~!-~.ke.~.~-~"~}.~t--~.d .S.~(j:<:i!.!':~! ~~ .. J 
1
!1 !!.!-.'t~1~~ .. 1!1!,~?"! ... 8''?2'i..JJ:l;I1gll .&.:b?ll.t wes.t!':rt'l: ,S.()_h()lars -~t;~ wh~t ii 
' il 
thex. ..£M,.~~2.•--~·~g!.,~~!Jl,,,,,~!-~r!J:.. t!I!!~I!! ... ,I .. ,.~ ~te(j ~.0 .. p,ro~,~.~l!,,} .. ~?~.' ~ 
think we western professors are that good, intellectual pursui t~i 
-.. .... ,--.-,...,,-""'·~~--~.,._.IJ.,..,,,.,,""""'-"•'-'''1""'"""-'-~·"'""_,._..._,.._, ...... ,~.~__.-,_._,",.,. •.,,,.,_...,,"'_..,~.;., ... ,"'·'«->.,,.,-_._,,.., _,.,, ........ , __ , · .-,.,, ;~· •·-'e'""''"''m'"''-""~;;,.i,_.i~t:\ ' 
·: 
:! 
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picture far better than we really are. I was on the verge of 
11-----·---•·"""""'•._,.,.~,~--'-'"''._.,,~,.,.. -~-. .,....._. .. ..,...., __ ..........,...."""._"'.....,.,.~'•"~"""'~~""""-·""':~.~ . .,. '"'"'"~''''"c""''·':.- ,.,-. '·"·' ~, · · ~-v~·"- · .•... ,_,.,_,.,.,.~.t;.> .. ••i''• •. _,.__,._. 
protesting. Oh no, he didn't attack his country or his system, ,j 
but he was praising ours, the western system in such a way that 
' ·~<'"""'""-""'"'''_,..,.._,N,•,.-> • ·· "'-"•~'" '"" · · -. .,_, ''>•··'·-' ·• ·---"·"'-- '- '.-·J··.<•>«·,,..-,,_-·~·.· ... -• i-- • _ .. ,,,·,·· '."" ' "'' • ... • • ·''', -·,. • , , ~~r "• . .--, . .c: • ;, ~.T., ?:o.)i! 1: "''"" 
even a child can detect that here is a person with a deepest 
hatred of what he iB going through in the regime. 
•"<~~"1"''<"~"''-"'.<0'.~--~•<'''·'"A'>"; ·'··'·-·- •' .... ,, •._,.~_.-, .-.·"·- •-. .-;~~3;.,,,_.,.-.. :c , , ''" .,- :_ .. ;-- .. 
:i 
' ~uestion: bas the educational system changed in any way i; 
since you were there, is it like the Russian system? 
I can only compare what I know about Soviet education 
'I 
i! 
' 
from what I have read in books--I've written a few papers about,: 
,, 
that, and I never was in lloscow myself, and the conclusion I 
~----~eo,-·~·-·"""'"""~-·~-''""''""<,~:,.,,.... 
,, 
draw is that the universities in Communist China are becoming 
•-~.,_ • ..,,_,..,~~J;.-,;..,_.,.._~.-..;-;,-,..".1'"~'-, .• ,.,,. -·--"-·'-~";.•:·~-"·-~·o'"A."-~'~•t..._-_.-,.·j,, .,.,...·,>..~-.-: ·~'~·'·~·•.....:>·· ·-. "'---. ·, •.. -·.c -, _.,_, ._.,- • ,,_, -, ... ,~;:., .. -. '""•'~" ·· ,,-, • ·-:,• _. •.• ,__,_,.,<;,< "-"'• >,,.-.-\.-
,, 
,, 
i n,o r'~~illS:~Y' .. _ ~-~ !IIi}~!• _ 1!1.1}!1?,.~ ~~~~.<!I!E::,io ~l "~-~- .-~~~ -~OV:~.~t ,.':~~.!'::~~;.:.t~. 
You must realise that Moscow University is a showplace--this bi~ 
/""·---.··-·"·""""-"'-'......,•""'-"'A.-....>c•o'•'O•-'<~'-'•"'"'•'·-••"''·"'-'""·-·'•'"•''''"'""'"'',_,, • ••,...,.--""<-··.-' ·~,···~'--''", "",,_-._,..,' "''• "''••- " ,·,-,,,-_•:,,-•.'••.,:t·,;:,,; .. __ ,-.,_.;< ~~ 
skyaorapper, Leningrad bas ~.:ine univ_ereity, as you k~~~ .. ~~~-;e :! 
are a lot of technical institutions with the rank of 
You 
probably know that in the Soviet Union you have to pull strings ,i 
to get into universities. Now this kind of situation you find :i 
,, 
alao in China. You find universities pretty hard to get in, an~ 
li 
are still reserved pretty much for privileged people, not exact~ 
li for people with money, but people with achievement, or contribu1 
,, 
tiona to the regime or what they call to the people. For in- I! 
l! 
stance, in Peking, National Peking University, one of the best ~~~ 
universities in China, you have students who have only learned 11 I• 
i' 
to read Chinese characters for one year. These are "labor 11 
====!'========--======= 
heros,• models, they were •scbahlbits• in their vill~es, so 
they went to the university, And now the word university is 
used in an entirely different sense, used to be used the same 
wa, we do here in this country--now you have universities in th~ 
i' 
countrysides--you have three months universities, peoples uni-
varsities, commune universities, read and expert universities. I ,, 
!I 
., 
The peasants go to these universities after their regular work- ,; 
'• 
•' 
ing hours, and they might study dramatic art, not exactly Shake1 
" speare, but this was to put on street corner shows, write one 
i: 
act plays, I saw _ _;>~ __ !.~:: .. !!1:~-~~C.!!.t .·.~~.0.~!.~~!. ?T.e,._~. a. P'C?QJ,.t.~ •.• ta~ 
'I 
was produced collectively in 1958, and I was very surprised to :I 
~-~·"'"""''·"-'"P~•.,.,_..-,,,_.,_,.•p-,~.·•c -·' ·····-. · ·~·-·,--,_-, ...... ,•-.,,e~-, --·• -"·" · , ,. ' .. , .,"·-~•·,·,-·~·,">,';HJ«-~·--•:..,;·..,.,:c~.V~""··' 
~-=--~-~.:.~-~~--!~is was.!!;litt,~e .. p~ay t~B:~ .. was wri;ten bv_p~~~~ 1t 
after only two years of cultural activity, and they write plays.J! 
-~: ..... --.--~,~-""""'M ... ...,,..,..,,,~'•'""-~"""'''''~ ,,,,-.. ~.-,,,q_•,_,,.,,.,.,.._,.,.,~,<.•C,•,o,~.':o;..'.r:c"""l~--"'',0•/o .. ,-,,.,.,, ·~: <•"' oj_..o,',y~-,--. 0 ""'' ,,·' ,0 0 A -~•-,' o,.· '• '• ,.' .,-,,.e:·~-o..,,;,M'~-""""'~'·::~ 
.lll,l,!:! ... ~2! ... ~.9. .•.. l!!!J.I d_C?,._i t! .,(),tgy, ~~.P!!Ople, the ~ru~ '!'~.;~~!':.!!.~~~."·"' 1 
- it 
c:t.a.~~ .. ~~.V!l .. ~~e ?.! 13,!',()!! .·. ~.<'; .!,!?.:.l!.!i!l.t., .~8!1 .~,r.t? .. l!:!! ,S,l.l}~.!,..!..ttll...,.#.Q«< : 
'I 
grand experiemce to share, The real universities are what are 11 
·. ' ·-- ' '"·'"""··'·""""""'•·•:'<* """-"''""'""""'-"'""'"""'"'t<.:>·~ . .;..;.,w-N"u.;:.,_.~-.·h•-·:o..-.,~_,_.~;>;·"':'"'W~.-i; ~-~\k'.,_.,,., "-"'""' ,\~ e··; ·''<'"~'' 't!o •--.:~;-•., •- · " •'o· -.~;~,,;-y,,,,.,; •• ..:~. "''~~~''''' t<:;~,,.,~~..,~· .... lf",.,.:..;..,,.,_ ' I 
,, 
now called the institutes of higher education. It is under the li 
·· ·····-···-~ ... -...,............-"---"'·""'.._.,,...,_.~,.,.,, .... ,, ___ ~_,·,~~"<"~•""""'.,."""'"""''·"'"' ···'>.··-c.-.;~· .. ,.:.. "'''"·''""'hW.--'"'"'' • ..--.-.·~-- ;, • ~'' .-~ .. .,. ~-<"·•?l•''~''""o:#'nir<·~ ,,_._,_.,_,_~,..~--~ · ij 
[, 
same .~!.~~~!": ... ~lt~~!. ~o!_i,f',~ .'J."~~()J,l~ .. Yell. , find .. ().~ on~ ~~~ •.• !":~!.,~~::": ii 
derpri vil-eged people beginning to have a chance to study and be-t 
·"·'':..,>:<tl:ll'l~""·""""~'-"~·~~~ .. ~-•""-"""'··~-'-"'"""'"'""-'""'"'"·"~'".~;'"',~.:.-,,.,."-"-.: ...... ,.,-, .; ... ·.·····-- ".-.. ,,,, .. · ... ._ __ .. ~ - · >•:-'.; · -.. ,.-.·.· .,)"··;·.,,;, .... n."'-~"' 
'j •• ~~!.,!~~,2!:!2-.· ~9»...1!1~ !t~.M;r __ lyllld_, I )1at~ tQ ~~E! th~--~~!~!ll~~?n11 
,, 
bu,t ~ t ~l! . ..i.sU.IlL-:tq1~.L.I!ru\l!:~~.!n&.,t9.J;!~.~Uit~lEjd. !I 
' Question: do you think the U, s. would profit if Red 
China was recognized? 
l'i 
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' .. 
i,! hand we do not see the wisdom remaining aloof and not recogni-
zing a major world power. I feel there advantages or Red re-
---·-(,., ...... __.,_,.,_ .• ~ ...... , .. .,_~.~ ... ~-"'"~"-·'-."' .. ,""·~-··-·~""·""-"'··-,,.,....., ... _,_,_""'""""'·"-· ~·~ -"<"·~-.,.~ .. , ,· • .,w..;.~''-.-,.../''---""""""•.-.<."'-~C<>"A'~ -"-"'•-O'-''""""~£/h\1:' """'h~l'-" 
:· 
cognition, but I can~t for~t the experience of having Commun- i: 
----"""'""""-' _, .. _, __ ..,.,_..,.,_.., ... ~""=-"" ~'"""•"-"""""'·'--~~·"'~"'",.,.,,...W...,_._~,.-........ _,"_., .• ~,.,~,,_,.,~,,..,..~ __ ;._.,._,~, -Jo•,.,_.,.,_..,,~,,-. ¥:.·'""··-···•·"'' '"M'M,._.<;:,:,_..,,..., ·'·o•' 11 
I, 
is t repre se~~V:.~ s ~~.-~!he ... £,!,.,.!..:..!..~.~~~!!:~-~~~- ~~~~:' ... !?..~!!.?-.~~~-!. i; 
~ i 
~e waa.J.JL.n:r.LP.a&L.allte .. ""'"·-9Jt...9AI!! . _ll~d _i.!_. M. f?:!lr --~-() . !1-c~!;pt i' 
ii ,, 
and d.~.sn.Ul':.J~ ... !!>1.!-U.~Pr-- :!ill!!:~- "'~~t .S:.!?l!U!!I,l,~! s t, rut ... Lc:.~~ ~l. !~!! -~~%'&>l.Y : 
ieori!!K _ ~: ,.2!L~~~I!1r.~e!.~~~~.l:-~.~~~: 
Question: concerning the economy of China. 
Shan~J:l"i• --~~- -~~~~!L!!.g,~o~--~~- .. !!.~~---~~ .. !!!!~?}~1JR!.!~,g~ 
~n!. 9~A ~Y:. !lnythit1g ~ . '!1e~e~ .~9:!0 n()t t()() IJIU()~ ,!l!()!l.~;r,::L~-~'t 
Black &nd White scotch in the home of a friend who was not too 
i: 
~uestion: concerning communes and Yen's impression of .; 
them. 
Communes are a great economy of man power, and in them 
._,,- .. _ ,-__ ,·_-n;·;,., .. _ "' "--''-'-•''''-'·''''"~-·•~-' ,:---· •. {· .,':- -'">1~2(;·,,_<',-c•'~-·:•,·1'A'!"-1'·«,~·. •·.- ~·-- . .._,_.._-. __ , .. -.,~ .. -,v.· .. , ., , .. ,.,_.,.".~ ·'- -l--"''' -; •. -"."""-'•'•>..-:<r-,-•'1"'-- ,.,, .• -,--.;--,0 -~. 
ii 
" 
as medica_!_!~l?l?.;.~!.!• But as a Chin!~.~':!~~.~~!'~ !.~ .. ~?.~--~!~.h !i 
' 
a price for people to pay--not for exploitation. They get thei~ 
----"'"'~-"'"""·-"''"~"~·h·,,.,..,,. __ ,_._,,...,..,_ •. ,f>'"'•""""'--"''·~ ,.,_,,, ... -- ---~ .. :_.,-.. -,,-.,~ .. ," __ ,,., r, •·· .-,,,,~_., . ._,,,".~·'·'""--'~' .;:"'~.,. ·n ill! l?ljl 1i ~~ 
happiness, they get pills and enough to eat. .lllt to be ground ii 
-''-"-----·:<.-..c~.-i"<<""<~.....-,"'"'"'-''"-""''-•''~"")'•',"''"•''~<~•~'''•'-"''''-O•,."!.,-_•-,< ~-•r:-'•'•'"'·''-o• ,_,__.,_., ........ __...~-"-~ ! 
like animals without human dignity is very hard to take. In 
__ .._........,....,.....,_,_,_,.,_.,. •• ,,"-''""~.--"·' .. ".-~' > • _,- "·~· ··~· ~" -·~,__,--- •'" ... "'" -·'>"'---•··'"'"-~' "-'·· -,,--·-~-.. .-.-v-., , •. : 
jl 
'l 
:I 
., 
' 149 I thought I knew all about Red China, but during this last 11 
trip I have come out a confused man--! saw things I hate, like, I 
and which confuse me. II 
Question: Chinese people are a most pacifistic people--
1
: 
communal system must therefore be breaking up tra.di tiona.l famil~1 
64 
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!I The communal system started after I left--when I was 
"-' - '' .,., ~ .... .,.,.- ,.,.....,.,..., ___ .,.~:;.;o--·""'""'"'-''""'"'· ._, __ ,.,-. .,,_.,:; .. ,;._.,-",_.~,._.,.,, . .,,,_,_,,,,,. ;-·_.,,. __ ., .. _,,.,, ,_,,,_ ... ". 
there, the foundation was laid w1 th co-ons, which would combine I 
-,_, _ .._-,"~-~,, . ...,.,-.~~-·""'·"---· .•... - .. ,~._, ... _, .. ,.,_,,,_, '"·"''~_., .. , , ...... ,.,,. ,.,_ .• _ .. ,., _ v. .-."'".(,._.;,_ .. ~ •,("'"'""'' ,,,. .. ,_-.. :.<, ·.,.:;;-!f.,,.,. ~.; ~-, ... '"'J;:.•h•-" -~"'. -· · ---.- .' --~ , .. ,. " '"'•li--~;-;r•+;;.,-..;·L~¥."'·+.1 · i 1 
II 
into communes, Children denounced parents 
~_..,_....... ..... ____ ~~ •' ~'"··'·--' ___ ._,.. ___ ., __ ... ~h""'--..~--~--~.- ... -,.., ..... , .. _,_,_,u-< .. .-.·.~ <·~-----."·--·· 
in 1949--I expected ;: 
and in some areas it a total destruction of family life in 158, 
•·'<""'-'-'":1-'·'·,'•,w•:.·.-, •• , ., ·: ,~- ·-" •. ,. '' ,-.,. . , . ~---" •. _., ·' _ .. ,,.-.' ,_-__ . __ ;.···"•'·!0''·4 i; 
In the mess halls you can get all you want to 
'"''"'·-·-" "• oo·~ "'"' - • •• ,___ , ;'··;-·:''-·!!· .·~·".,', 
eat. I read from Jen Min Pao, a peoples paper published in 
i 
i 
!! 
'I 
Peking, just as Pravda and I svestia are published in Moscow, in;: 
i! 
a column entitled "Life of Party,• saying that it is wrong to ~ 
di srespectfu 1 to vour elders, and that we are nice to all clae- ·' 
il 
sea of people as long as they are not reactionary. This piece 'I 
went on to say that Confuses had the desire to be a bureaucrat !
1 
himself, but that he was only good enoulol;'h to be a teacher--Con-i. ,, 
I 
fuses was mentioned in very derogatory terms in this particular ! 
article. 
~uestion: the Chinese-Russian relationship, what is hap• 
pening in this alliance? 
There is not much of a chance of a break between them; 
would be too hard to switch peoples passions from one thing to 
another. 
~uestion: is hatred of American capitalism used as an 
incentive very much? 
!: 
:1 
Yes, this is heard all the time on posters, radio, eto, li 
!j 
Down w1 th American imperialism is heard all the time, /[ 
:I 
" i! 
II 
I 
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APPENDIX IV 
REPRODUCTION OF FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE1 
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS TO THE BEST OF 
YOUR ABILITY AND WITH COlLPLETE CANDOR, OBVIOUSLY, THERE IS 
liO 11 RIGHT• OR 1 WRONG1 ANSWER, 
1. When you 1 interview• a personality, as we did Friday 
with Dr. Yen, do you (subjectively) make a value judgement 
about the man, e.g,, he is a good speaker, he is a nice chap, 
he is pretty biased toward one side, or he is a "mugwump." 
il 
., 
' lj 
:! 
., 
'I 
ti 
·' 
rl 
,, 
,, 
'I 
II 
,. 
•' ;I 
·, 
il !i If ao, what kirui or lliM of judgements enter into your con-
scious mind.--u&e Dr~, as an example, since he was pro-
bably the most recent person you have interviewed. i' 
,- )i 
2. Do you have an •audience image" in mind when you write i' 
a story? For example, I asked you to write an intervew story 1[ 
for a Boston newspaper, that is, an interpretive type story. :: 
Which paper did you have in mind when you wrote the story. If, i: 
for example, you were writing the story hypothetiofLlly for the i/ 
Glob! (or the Herald, or any others) what .l!n!i of people would :i 
read your. story? Describe the "average" reader of the paper 11 
who would read your story, please. Would it make any d1fferenc~J 
in the way you wrote up the interview w1 th Dr. Yen if you knew H 
you were writing it for the Christian Sgience Monitor or the :; 
Boston Reoord? If so, what kind of difference? !I 
- - il 
3, Suppose you were a reporter on a newspaper and inter- i1 
viewed a man like Dr. Yen on a controversial subject such as i 
Red China. Now, since we are in the land of "supposi tiona, • :; 
let us suppose that you knew your city editor or managing edi to:J!! 
strongly favored or disfavored Red China's admittance into the 1: 
UN, or something like that. Maybe during a bull-session you l 
had heard him jump all over another reporter who had voiced a :i 
certain opinion on Red China, In what way, it AnL• do you 
think this would effect the way you wrote your story? What if 1: 
you knew that publisher of the paper had nn:, strong opinions !i 
on this matter, one way or the other, would you think tha.t this 
would have any bearing? Please be completely frank and candid, 
and not state what you think 8 •courageous," or "idealistic" 
reporter would do, unless you are quite sure you yrould be that 
•courageous, idealistic• ohap. : 
4, The idee.l in American journalism is to be "objective. • 11 
What does that term mean to you, and hew can you beet approach /1 
that ideal. ;I 
len the original questionnaire, two questions were 
reproduced on 8 single page, leA.ving room to respond directly 
................ 
" 
I 
I
I 
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